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"V NO. 168SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 1913.VOL 50
GALLINGER WILL
BE RETIRED SAYS
LA FOLLETTE
Bff JOHN UNO WILL
ARE IDENTICAL
PEACE PALACE
IS DEDICATED
TODAY
GOVERNORS ARE
TO REMODEL
STATES
RETURN IU
MEXICO'S REPLY TO J.
UNO'S SECOND OFFER
OF HELP MADE PUBLIC
Washington. Aug. 2S.--- In a verbal
tilt,' Senator Lu Follette predicted
the retirement of Senator (iullinger,
of New Hampshire, the Uepublican
Washington, Aug. 2N. When bit1?
on a large quantity of armor fir
the neweBt. American battleship, no'V
designated Number ,1s), were opened
at the navy repartnient yesterday, it
was found that the bids of the Beth-
lehem Steel Co., Midvtile Steel com
MEXICO j li ader, and others of "his type, be
IT MAY MEAN THAT MEXICO WILL MANY RADICAL CHANGES IN STATE j CARNEGIE'S MAGNIFICENT
IS SUGGESTED ONE A HOME FOR THE PERMANENTAGAIN TREAT WITH HIM,
HOUSE OF LEGISLATURE IS
cause of their nllegeu failure id ad-
just themselves to changing indus-
trial conditions.
The colloquy followed Senator La
Follette's denunciation of Republican
senators who were voting against a
heavier Income tax on big incomes,
advocated by the Hristow amendment,
just defeated.
"I am sorry there Is a division on
the Uepublican side," Senator La Fol-lett- e
said. "If the Republican party
will not see there is a new day coming
EMBARGO PLACED ON ALL ARMS
BOUND FOR MEXICO TO BE USED
COURT OF ARBITRATION, AT THE
HAGUE FORMALLY OPENED WITH
IMPRESSIVE CEREMONIES.
pany and Carnegie Steel compa'Vl
were identical and also identical witli
the bids submitted previously for the
Pennsylvania, now building. j
Secretary Daniels held up ull troj
bids and asked the officials of the
Mid vale. Bethlehem and C'arnetc'e
companies to confer with him.
"The secretary is desirous of learrn
ing from each by what process of te- -
lepathy they arrived at the identical
figures in their bids. It looks like
the only hope for reief from exhorb'-
ENOUGH, SAYS HUNT. COMMIS-MISSIO-
TO GOVERN KANSAS.
THE OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER OF THE HUERTA GOVERNMENT TO DAY PUB-
LISHES FULL TEXT OF NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN JOHN LINO AND
THE MEXICAN MINISTER, GAMBOA.--T- HE REPLY, WHILE DIPLOMATIC,
SHOWS AN UNDERCURRENT OF RESENTMENT. HE WANTS NO
AMERICAN LOAN.
ON EITHER SIDE.
MANY NATIONS DONATE
FOR ITS EMBELLISHMENT
STATE ALSO SHOULD PAY
CANDIDATE'S EXPENSES
WASHINGTON'S VIEW
OF THE SITUATIONtant prices is for the government ;t
establish an armor plant," read oj
statement to the navy department yes
terday.
HUERTA WILL NOT BE
A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 2S.
Governor (ieorge W. P. Hunt, of Ariz-ona- ,
in an Interview published heie
today, forecasts ultimate intervention
"These gentlemen profess that no v
understanding In prices exists be- -
LIND WILL RETURN TO
MEXICO CITY TONIGHT
tween them, and each attests in an a!'
j fltlavit submitted with their reaper
Vera Cruz, Mexico, Aug. 2S.
John Lind will return to Mexico
City tonight.
in this country, then its place will be
taken by some party that will."
"it is true that some senutors have
disappeared from this side," Senator
Gallinger retorted, "and it is equally
true that the Uepublican party has
been put out of power by some men
who sympathize with the senator from
Wisconsin, in his extreme views."
"The Uepublican parly lias been put
out of power by the people of this
country who sympathize with the
views I am now expressing," Senator
La Follette cried, shaking his hand,
"and they will put more men out of
the senate of the type of the senator
from New Hampshire before we get
through with the disposition of these
live bids that said company is not
AU the a quotes from the Mexican con I d , guch combination
stitution to that under itsprove reguJohn Lind's
Mexico City, Aug. ts
connected with
mission to Mexico City
agreement or oonspira'-- or under
were publish
ed today in Diario Official, the Mexican
government organ, in chronolical or-
der. They consist of the following:
1 The original instructions given
to John Lind by President Wilson,
The Hague, Aug. 2S. The capital
was gaily decorated today in honor of
the ceremonies incident to the dedica-
tion of the palace of peace, Andrew
Carnegie's magnificent gift as a homo
for the permanent court of arbitra-
tion. Many notable men, principally;
diplomats, attended the ceremonies.
The palace of peace which was dedi-
cated with impressive ceremonies to-
day is the gift of Andrew Carnegie,
who, in 19i;i, placed at the disposal
of the Dutch government the sum of
11,500,0110 for the purpose, as ex-
pressed in his offer, "of erecting and
maintaining at The Hague a court
hcuse and library for the Permanent
Court of Arbitration established by
the treaty of the 29th of July, 1899."
To provide a site for this, the first
structure ever erected for such a pur-
pose, the Dutch government appro-
priated $275,000. The site selected is
standing us is prohibited by the naval
appropriation act of August. 22, 1912
Without, delving at this time into the
cause of this surprising coincident
in uniformity of bids, the department
cannot but note with disfavor the
agreement that exists. It proves con-
clusively that competition for thiti
John Lind was eurly today instruc-
ted to return from Vera Cruz to Mex-
ico City if in his discretion it seeme'l
advisable after President Wilson ha'1
received a message from him describ-
ed as, "very optimistic'
While the administration was silent
as to the next mine, the general utl- -
which were quoted yesterday in the
in Mexico by the United States, ana
the possible ceding of a large portion
of northern Mexico to the I'nited
Slates in settlement of Indeniiiit.
claims for life and property lost b.
Americans in the present revolution.
He la quoted in part as follows:
"The interests of the United States
in Mexico are very large. Millloivi
of American capital are Invested then;
nnd thousands of Americans are work-
ing there as railway men, miners and
millmen. merchants, ranchers, etc.
Many of these have deserted their
property and left the country. They
have sustained great losses to say
nothing of the sacrifice of lives and
the imprisonment of American ci'
zens. The question arises, has the
American government a duty to per-
form towards our citizens iu Mexico?
issues."
FIRST FATAL ACCIDENTenormous amount ofbusiness is a farce." '
goverunieii!
,jerstandiiig that a way appeared open
ito the further discussion of dispute'!
lations the secretary of state In charge
of the executive power shull not be
eligible to office either of president
or vice president, when elections ara
held.
Gamboa intimates this proposition
prevents Huerta from being a candi-
date.
In his reply the minister says:
"Jf your orginial proposals were not
to be admitted, they are now, in the
restricted form in which they
are reproduced, even more inadmis-sabl- e
and one's attention is called to
the fact that they are insisted on, if
it be noticed, that which the first pro-
posals had already denned.
"Precisely because we comprehend
the immense value of the sovereignty
AT CAMP PERRY, OHIO
Camp Perry. Ohio, Aug. 2S. Th'i
points, such as the elimination o(
Huerta.
At Secretary Bryan's requent today
the treasury department, today tele-
graphed all customs agents to embar-
go all shipments 'of arms to Mexico
first fatal accident on the Ohio ranges
at Camp Perry occurred today when
MORGANTHAU NAMED FOR
AMBASSADOR TO TURKEY
Washington, D. C, Aug. 28. Presi-
dent Wilson nominated Henry Morgan-tha-
of New York to be ambassador
Francisco Zegarra Ballon, of the Pe
ruvian team, was killed by one of his 1 a section of ooded and hilly parkAto Turkey. Moreanthau was financial regardless of to hom consigned. Hague to
"Unquestionably It; has. Sooner or stretching from The
follow countrymen, Juan K. Zegarra,
who accidentally pulled the trigger o
his loaded rifle. cornerstoneScheveningen, and the
chairman of the national Democratic large shipment waiting at Juarez will
headquarters last fall. !be withheld, although a portion had
. already been allowed to pass.which the government of the United j
States so opportunely invokes in the
question of our recognition or non--:
president's message to congress in
Washington.
2. The reply to John Lind made
by Fedorico Gamboa, Mexican secre-
tary of state for foreign affairs, on
August 16, which was published in
Washington yesterday contemporan
eously with the president's message.
3. The second note presented by
John Lind to Federico Gamboa, or.
August 25.
The Mexican secretary of state's re-
ply to this dated August 26.
The two latter documents hitherto
have not been made public in the
Vnited States.
After giving in full Mr. Lind's orig
inal instructions and Senor Gamboa 's
reply of August 16, the government
organ publishes Mr. Lind's second
note of August 2D, which follows, in
part:
"Mr. Minister: The president of the
United States of America has not di-
rected me to answer the observations
contained in your note of August 16
and inasmuch as they are not by me,
deemed pertinent to the suggestions
later Mexico will be presented with
a bill of indemnity in which all such
individual losses wi,U be included. Can
Mexico pay? She is hopelessly bank-
rupt. She can only pay by relinquish-
ing a. portion of her territory. The
northern tier of states along thn
This was the Mexican situation, in
brief, today:
Huerta has withdrawn his request
CAMINETTI'S COUNSEL! IMPERIATOR IS SWEPT
BY FLAMES
for an exchange of ambassadors and
:asketd that the present diplomat!.
'status continue until after Mexlcar
GETS REPRIMAND
'United States border might be surren
was laid July 30. 1907.
The palace of peace as completed
does not represent any precise Btyle
of architecture, but. it ts regarded by
architects as one of lha most impres-
sive pf MKMlern buildings to be seen.
In" Europe'." Rectangular in shape, it
forms roughly a square of S5 yards by
8li yards, and encloses a beautiful
formal garden.
The great court is an Imposing hall
about 74 feet long by about 40 feet in
with and rising to the full height of
recognition, precisely for this reason
we believed that it would never be
proposed to us that we should forget
our own sovereignty by permitting
that a foreign government should
modify the line of conduct which we
have to follow in our public and inde-
pendent life.
"If even once we were to permit the
.elections in October. By some that
ninxr uiu nrrr rriirnriw nniTiniir interpreted as U niilinesnion.JUUHIMirUEl OtltnLlI bHIIIbltU A request for recognition as llio
LARGEST SHIP AFLOAT CATCHES FIRE AT
HOBOKEN DOCK JUST AFTER ARRIVAL
dered to the United Stales and Mex-
ico would be well rid of her most tur
Indent (WaT With the remainder
country she might solve her own
troubles and work our her own salva
tion."FROM ABROAD -S- ECOND OFFICER
GOBRECHT IS KILLED BY SUFFOCATION.
FIRE STARTED IN PROVISION ROOM-
-
counsels and advice, (let us call them
thus) of the United States of America,
not only would we, as I say above,
forego our sovereignty, but we would
MARSHALL WOODWORM FOR INTER- - "constitutional government, ad inter- -
iin" whieh vvas c011u,fid wllh the Drc- -
ltWrUBLIintUItiltKLT bUVtKN- - pcsa, for an exchange of ambassador)
MENT TO CLOSE TOMORROW DEFENSE v as however, interpreted by many
officials as a practical renteration ofCllDUlT ruinriir-- r TlircniviUDfflll tllULNbt lUtiUAI.
,,he original stand of the Huerta gov- -
'ernment.
San Francisco. Cal., Aug, 2S, At .1 Senor Gamboa, Mexican minister of
conference today between Judge Van foreign affairs, pointed out that the
'
',. , Jdemand of tJUe iUuu-- States-t- theFleet of the United States distr ct elimination of Huerta would be met
court, and attorneys for the govern- bv a nrovision of the Mexican const!
Governor Colquitt of Texas, was ti
day the guest at dinner of Texas resi-
dents and visitors here. Governor Col
quitt gave a brief address on "Texar
for T'exans Forever."
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 28.
Radical chanees in the managenienl of- -
New York, N. Y., Aug. 28. The
steamship Imperiator, the largest ves-
sel afloat, was swept by fire early to-
day as she lay at her dock in Hoboken
with her crew and U'M steerage pas-
sengers aboard.
Second Officer Gobreclit who led the
ciew into the hold to fight the flames,
the palace. It will accommodate
about ;;00 persons.
Many nations have made gifts to the
palace one of the most interesting be-
ing that of Greece. It is a white mar-
ble copy of tin famous thfiine found
at Kuossos, In Crete, which was sup-
posed to have been the throne of King
Minos.
The building materials of the peace
palace came from many countries. The
brick, which is the chief component,
came from the famous fields near Ley-de-n,
while the hard white sandstone
used for trimming is from French
quarries, and the wood used for floor- -
a well compromise for an, indefinite
future our destinies as a sovereign en-
tity and all the future elections for
president would be submitted to the
veto of any president of the United
States of America.
"And such an enormity, ( Mr.Confidential Agent, no government
will ever attempt to perpetrate, and
this I am sure of, unless some mon-
strous and almost impossible cata
contained in my instructions communi-
cated to you, I refrain from discussing
them. As to the course of action sug-
gested by you to be taken by the Un-te- d
iStates. I may say that the presi-
dent of tht! United States regards the
question of recognition of the de facto
government and of any future govern-
ment in Mexico as one wholly for the
United States to determine. In the
exercise of its sovereign rights in this
behalf the United States will not
tate to suggest the adoption by the
de facto government of Mexico, seek
tution which makes a provisional pres
ident ineligible to The
state affairs so far as legislatures are
concerned, were advocated by Govern-
ors Emmett O'Neal of Alabama, Geo.
W. P. Hunt of Arizona, and Geo, H.
Hodges, of Kansas, in papers read to-
day before the conference of govern-
ors.
Governor O'Neal suggested far
reaching reforms in the make up and
methods of legislatures, including
ment and for F. Drew Camlnett',
charged with a violation of the Manr
white slave act, it was agreed tlu-- i
the government should close its caso
tomorrow afternoon, and that no
for the defense need be sul- -
Washington government, however, de
sires assurances more definite.
John Lind. President Wilson's en-
voy, was authorized to return to Mex
ifn Pitv from Vera Cruz, "if in his
clysm should occur in the conscience poenaed' before next Tuesday, when ldi8Cretion ft seemed advisable." I,the Mexican people. the trial will be resumed.ing recognition, especially at a time o ie, believed here that he will go. anil more frequent sessions, smaller mem tig and paneling is largely from Aus- -There was a renewal of interest in that negotiations through him of tin bershlp, better salaries for members , tria. The granite constituting thethe case today and again the court disputed points, principally the retire- -
of serious domestic disturbances, of
such course of action as in the judg-
ment of the X'nited States can alone
lead to recognition in the future.
"In that spirit and in the spirit
was cut off from his men and suffo-
cated. His body was found an hour
afterwards, untouched by fire, and
brought ashore.
Seaman Otto Stumps, one of the
party who went down with Gobreclit
into the bow of the vessel was serious-
ly injured.
A fleet of fire fighting craft, aug-
mented by apparatus on shore, sur-
rounded the ship and poured tons of
water into her hold. When the fire
was checked at 8 o'clock the great
vessel had listed fifteen degrees.
The small army In the steerage,
aroused from their sleep by the crack-
ling of (lames, rushed, panic stricken,
and a greater percentage of members i,aMe 0f the walls was presented by
at large. Governor Hunt cbaracteriz- - t,e governments of Norway and
ed an efficient legislature as the "tar- - sweli,,n. The Italian government pre-re- d
stick of state government." He s(,nte(1 tle marule which decorates the
advocated a single house ami said lllterlor of lhe corridors, and the grand
that, the double house cannot be de-- : n)arb,B 8(ai,.CUKe ls a Blrt from the
voiced in the original instructions, the
nresident of the United States of
"We believed, taking into consider-
ation the disproportionate interest
that the president of the United States
or America has shown concerning our
internal affairs, that he as well as his
government would know perfectly
well the provisions of our constitu-
tion in the matter of elections.
"Unfortunately, and in view of the
insistence with which his excellency,
Mr. Wilson sustains his first Ideas,
we are compelled to acknowledge that
room was filled with handsomely ment of Huerta, may be
(owned women. Those on hand earl;, j American consular officers through
heard Judge Van Fleet several' repn-'ou- t the republic of Mexico were round-min-
Marshall Woodworth, chie;jing up Americans, advising them tr
counsel for the defense. leave Mexico and preparing means to
Counsel for the government, called laid them in doing so.
the attention of the court to an inter- - Major General Wood, chief of staff
view with Woodworth yesterday after- - of the army, returned to Washington
noon in which Woodworth was quoted to take personul charge of any mili-a- s
saying of the Mann act: itary measures to carry out the presl- -
'dent's determination for strict neu"it Is Hrilmlm.H in Kr,nf,0 ht ,
fended in state government except in cny oi ine nague. i ne siaiiieu-gia-the Interest of royalty." The paper by windows are the gifts of the Dutch
government and Great Britain; while
France has sent not only the great
Governor Hodge proved to be an elan--
orate treatise on commission govern- -
we have made a mistake. The form
ment in state affairs. His champion-
ship of this form of government at-
tracted a large audience of residents
and visitors in the city who are Inter
tiality. for the pier. Most of them spent theof constitutional articles numbers 78 law was framed with the intent t
making felons of youths like Drei oavairy to imperial vauey.
Pomiiiotti Etnn.Mr Vnnu.. iu San Francisco, Calif. Aug. 28 At.
America authorizes me to submit for
the consideration of the de facto gov
ernment in Mexico.
"1. That the election called for
October 26, 1913, shall be held in a ;
cordance with the constitutional laws
of Mexico.
"2. That President Huerta, in tlu
manner originally indicated by the
president of the United States ol
America, give the assurances called
for in paragraph "C" of my original
instructions.
"3 That the remaining propositions
contained in my original instructions
shall be taken up later but speedily
and resolved as circumstances permit
in the spirit of their proposal.
"The president of the United States
remainder of the night, huddled in dis-
comfort, at the shore end on the pier.
None of the steerage passengers
had been inspected by the customs or
health authorities. Because of this,
and 1U9, put into effect by the' con-
gress of the union on November 7,
1911, provides among other require-
ments that which is contained in the
filial part of article 78: 'The secretary
of state in charge of the executive
gress enacted the law for the purpose arm' headquarters it was announced
of checking commercialized prostitu- - tod"v "lat a troo of cavalry would
tion. Caminettl believed that the onlv leave the Presidio at Monterey today,
unv in ivhinh ho nf.M o.ri,i Hioronolfor Calexico, on the Mexican border, ... , ii c4 c U,1.rAlnU Ilium Tho
where the activities of constitutional- - "a," ""tor himself, his family, and Miss Nor-power shall not be eligible to the of-- waff tQ leaye Sacramento for a fists have threatened the water supply
nee oi euuer presme.u or P-- Bhort period until public gossip had of the imperial valley.dent when the elections shall take Lind Gets Orders.ubsidfid. The Mann act ,8 on 1Hd,
place. todav as much as F. Drew frBminetti "! Vera Cruz, Mex... Aug. 28. John
"This transcription, which.I take the Counsel for the defense iu object-- 1 1,,nd today received what was evident
painting which is the most striking
decoration of the great hall, but many
of the tapestries and minor decora-
tions. There are vases of precious
materials from Russia, Hungary and
Austria, and groups of statuary in
marble and bronze which ornament
the first landing of the great stair-
case are the gifts of the United
States. The beautiful rosewood and
satinwood paneling of the administra-
tive council chamber came from
Brazil and there are gifts of silk car-
toons and vases from China and
Japan. Rare woods from San Salva-
dor are used to line many of the cham-
bers.
Turkey's gift is a wonderful carpet
which, as one writer has said, Is "a
gift symbolic of his fate, to be trodden
under foot of man." The clock in the
great tower is Switzerland's tribute,
and the beautiful wrought-iro- n grill
work of the main entrance was pre-
sented by Belgium. The gift of Ger-
many, consisting of walls and hand-
some wrought-iro- gates.
luimigiauuii auuiuriueH i usueu iiitriu
to Ellis Island this forenoon.
The great Bhip was dark with all
on board asleep, when smoke, ascend-
ing from the provision room, was dis-
covered simultaneously by a seaman
on deck and a petty officer on the
bridge. Almost at the same moment
the crackling of flames was heard in
the steerage quarters.
ested in the subject. Shortly before
going into the conference Governor
Hodges gave out an Interview in
which he stated that the commission
form of state government, would be
adopted by Kansas in the near future.
Just as the state bears the expense
of
.conducting elections, so should it
bear the expenses or most of them
of candidates for party nominations at
the primaries, in the opinion of
Simeon E. Baldwin, governor of Con-
necticut. Here is the list of candi-
dates' expenses which Governor Bald-
win would have the state shoulder:
Printing and distribution of ballots
and other papers required by law.
Traveling expenses of the candi-
dates to and from appointments for
meetings .incident to the campaign,
whether public or private.
Traveling expenses of speakers in
After readUDerty ot maKing Mr. lonnaenuai in to auestions asked hv United V an important, message.
ing it he hastened to the office of Will-
iam W. Canada, the American consul,
States District Attorney Roche, seek-
ing to show that the defendant, had
participated in arranging and conduct-
ing the trip, stated that members of
the train crew and the ticket agent.
where he remained for more than two
hours in close conference.
Wartime Money Seized.
Kagle Pass, Texas, Aug. 28. A sec-- 1
Agent, in order that the government
of the United States of America may
take due note of it, prevents the con-
stitutional ad interim president of the
republic from being a candidate at the
forthcoming elections and if his ex-
cellency, President Wilson, had taken
into consideration that paragraph be-
fore venturing to Impose on us the
conditions in question and which we
...... ... .. ,1 ... It tha nfoacnt ntato nf of.
MINE PUMPERS
JOIN STRIKE
AT CALUMET
connect Caminettl with the purchase s;ntjn the S(ate8 and to the
of tickets or the engaging of the draw-- ; here to.bor(Jer by expre8S wag madp
ing room on the tram. oracials. Theday by federnl currency j
"It is not necessary," said the court, was intended for use of the constitu- -
of America further authorizes me to
say that if the de facto government
of Mexico at once acts favorably on
the foregoing suggestions then in that
event the president will express to
American bankers and their associates
that the government of the United
States of America, will look with fav-
or on the extension of an immediate
lean, sufficient in amount to meet the
temporary requirements of the d!
facto government of Mexico."
In his reply, Gamboa points out, al-
though Lind says he received no in
structions from the president of the
United States, yet in the name of that
same president, you submit to the con-
sideration of my government three
propositions.
He refers to Lind's statement that
if the foregoing propositions are ac-
cepted promptly, "the president of the
"to show tionalists in Mexico and was seized aB...a, , """ , " iu overruling the objectionlairs UKlwetjii yuu aim uuibcivco wuuiu that the defendant handled the money contraband of war.
their behalf to and from public
Mich., Aug. 28 Union men jngs.
working the pumps in the Mohawk j Copying poll or registry lists,
mine were called out by the Western providing challengers.
Federation of Miners last night and Tile burden of these legitimate ex- -
,,,c .u.v.w- -, -- " - ior made the purchases. Certainly Ifdiscussion our decorum and the per i . .. OA . NEGRO ISme guv Miiieui yiutee iuul Jltt was jii HLnDnmn LYNCHED FOR ASSAULTthe party under the circumstances
they have set forth, it is sufficient
showing to develop the connection of! Jennings.
sonal pride of the president of the
United States, wrongly interested in
this discussion without foundation.
"It should be well understood that
the ad Interim constitutional presi
Aila., Aug. 28. James
the shafts are again filling up with ptoses, in most Btates, Governor Bald-- !
water. No mine pumps are now at wm sajd, falls on the candidate for
work in any of the properties north of nomination and deter the poor man
Calumet. j from entering the political lists, un- -the defendant with the transaction." C'omeaux, a negro,
was lynched here
yesterday. He was taken from thf
SUBSTANCE OF CHARGES
AGAINST JUDGE SPEER.
Washington, Aug. 28. In response
to repeated demands by Republican
Leader Mann, Chairman Clayton, of
the judiciary committee, yesterday
gave the house the substance of the
charges made against Judge Speer in
a report from Attorney General
These charges set forth
that Judge Speer attempted bribery;
11 vupper mine suinna awn "umcn leBB ne puis llliiiseil uum--i wnai nccell shortly after midnight, shot
'tackeu a taiumer ana necia miner on would be. apt to aeem an oungaiion1 . .1. J l.tn l..fnn- ..4 hf.
dent could not be elected president or
of the republic at the
forth coming elections, already called
for October, because our own laws j
- i a .
'
w it wol r it, hi wa-- 10 wol k U"s "'-l- but hc lu Uiob who supply him with the nee-JACK CCSS TOBE COLLECTOR .w.... , . :i!S C..h!Tf.o jt 1Ponipnut ha.' reseueu oy me minim, on essary lunus.by a night watchman. haveAT PI DACA i.
.t f, oaoiti a viix hundred strong, paraded again Tlle government must said,right," Governor Baldwinprohibit him from being a candidate jand these laws are the sole arbiters of in buinwti"-- " "- - ail,i daiIy parades are now a feature.j.Toseph. an Italian merchant, who had!"""
e so to regulate the making took money from court funds for priv- -
accidentally swepr airt on tne negro h, ut. v -- .,. ate nnmnm: contrary to the law em. . . . . i , t tteilBfPlkl4-SrUDEnTEIU- III II ( ) II I H M H. W llfl U Uttl I J V. vv i r Ishoe while ne was passing me itai
-
" "7: : ;.:,,, ' .,,-,-. ninverl his about his courtIM nFMnCRAT H HANKS VeilUUUH Ul pi llllttt Itro ui by ui't I
our destinies; but never through the
imposition,' although friendly, and dis-
interested of the president of he
T resident of the United States of
America or of any other ruler, power- -
rimorio nf the whole neonle. a,s. not Land offices; violatea tne Dannrupic
Washington, D. C, Aug. 28. The
president today sent to the senate the
following nominations:
Collector of Customs for the. district
of El Paso, Texas, Zach L. Cobb of
fan's store. Joseph's relatives hav
been arrested in connection with tt.
lynching.
assure! violated laws relative to the se- -laws;Washington. D. C, Aug. 2S.-- An in-- 1 to dictate the choice, but to
surgent movement among Democrat , that it fairly represents tne cnoice ot
. ju. -
ful or weak (this does not matter in j Texas
United States lias authorized you to
say that he will express to American
"bankers assurances that your govern-
ment then will look with favor on an
extension for an immediate loan suff-
icient to meet temporary requirements
of the present Mexican situation.
Answering this, Gamboa begs to be
excused from direct reply for the time
being, other than to say this sugges
tion appears to be an attractive ante-
cedent prosopal to the end that, mov-
ed by petty Interests, Mexico should
renounce the right which upholds the
xiountry at a time when the dignity
of the nation is at stake. He adds.
"I believe there are not loans enough
to induce those charged to maintaiu
that dignity to permit it to be lessen-
ed."
Referring to the insistence of Presi-
dent Wilson that Huerta bind himself
not to be a candidate for election for
president at the October elections,
the case) who would be equally re
those who make tt. rne state rami un ''"".
.,...... ... .. -
have a right, if the people are satis- - his son In law in matters relating to
fiprf that Riich nominations bv a oarty fees; used court officials as private'SISX 'senators that threatened to brea'JGLYNN RECOGNIZED (party lines on the Income tax wa1- -. . . 1 1AJ K U.w t, IflnflnM InHoW 1 VX bylegislature 'an tariff be replaced servants: allowed the dissipation ofagreement to revise the convention or primary can estates in the custody of the court;
Minister, resident and consul gener-
al to Liberia, George W. Buckner of
Indiana.
Agent and Consul General at Cairo,
Egypt, Olney Arnold of Rhode Island.
Collector of customs, for the district
of Laredo, Texas, Frank Robb, of
: 4lhanv V Y Amr R The so as to levy a heavier tax on the tn- - by another mode of proceeding which
spected by us.
"I beg to inform you, Mr, Conf-
idential Agent, that up to the present
time, at least, only the president of
the United States of America has
spoken of the candidacy of the consti
elves them a better opportunity tostate senate this afternoon recelv- - S 'comes from 'arge fortunes.
ed Acting Governor Glynn's mes- - S) It is understood that Democratic make their wishes prevail, to institute
revision ct i this other mode. And what the stateV naire enncernine financial leeisla- - U aders have agreed to a
so that the .can Institute it can protect."
established a receivership without no-
tice to owners: refused to allow the
dismissal of litigation giving relatives
generous fees; allowed money to re-
main without interest in banks in
which relatives were interested; un-
lawfully seized and ordered sold prop-
erty in litigation and used drugs.
tion, thus formally recognizing the income tax Bection, There are certain items of candiatesi. , n.nn. om.omr.r cimiior v ipvtra tux on incomes of more tnar
tutional ad interim president at the) Texas.
forthcoming election. '
"Neither the solemn declaration otj For Quick results, will be five with an expenses which, in Governor
Bald- -it recognition was given by the as- - 1100,000 per cent,
Qomhiv last niirht. , i increase reaching ten per cent w
incomes of a half million dollars. k (Continued on page eight),'little "WANT."(Continued on page four).
A
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SB DEMOCRATS WILL HAVE FREEMAN HAS TV0 The Joy Of
Coming Motherhood
A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
Aid and Relieves the Tension.
OWN WAY
Mother's Friend, u famous external rem-dy- ,
is the only one known that Is ahle to
ri'iK'L all the different parts Involved. It
THE VOTES SO FAR TAKEN INDICATE THAT
THE MAJORITY PARTY WILL CARRY
OUT ITS PROGRAM-CAU- GHT USING
AN ILLEGAL FRANK.
True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c
WHITE ELEPHANTS
ON HIS HANDS
IRRIGATION ENGINEER, WELL KNOWN
HERE, IS RECIPIENT OF A RARE
HONOR AT HANDS OF KING
VAGIRAVUDK, RULER OF THE
" MUANG THAI."
REvS'OLVEC
Washington, D. C, Auk. 28. Con-- J
gress devoted the last week to rou--
tine and unexciting oonsideiatijii of j
the president's legislative program.'
The senate has been occupied with a
lung drawn out debate on the tariff
' bill. Considerable progress has been
Is a penetrating application after the for-
mula of a noted family doctor, and lubri-
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue or tendon
affected. It goes directly to the strained
portions and gently but surely relieves all
tendency to soreness or strain.
That ybv should(Jome AND JEJFGROCERY GO,11 By its daily use there will be no pain, noSIAM IS MAKING
RAPID PROGRESS
made and some evidence has been
brought out that the standpatters who
are fighting t!io measure are growing
j weary of their own delay. The Demo-- j
crats are now expressing the hope
thai they will be able to reach a final
vote about September 1 5th.
PHOITE 40.
OUR, COOQ
VALUES
WE Keep the.Priced down
cliHtress, no nausea, no nantfer or laceration
other accident, and the period will be one
oi supreme comfort and Joyful anticipation.
To all yocng women Mother's Friend is
one of the greatest of all helpful Influences,
for It rohs childbirth of all ItB agonies and
("lingers, dispels all the doubt and dread,
a 'l sense of fear, and thus enables the mind
imrt body to await the greatest event In a
v.man's life with un trammeled gladness.
Mother's Friend is a most cherished
"A White Elephant An alliin- -
istic Indian elephant of which i
more or less of the usual dark S.test, as far as the Democrats are coa
j
eemed, was reached this week when
the sugar schedule was voted upon.
Despairing of their ability to secure
pigment is absent from the skin, .,,... nm,t and va, aa to mak., lt
cntially one to be recommended by all
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
giving it a pale color. Such ele- -
phants are RARE, and are vene- -
rated in Siam and Burma.
''(Slang IT. S.) Hence, some- -
tiling requiring much care and ex- - ,
V pense, yielding little profit."
Webster's Dictionary.
V uen.
Vim will find it on sale at all drug stores
at fl.00 a bottle, or the druggist will gladly
get It for you If you Insist upon lt. Moth-
er's Friend is prepared only liy the Brad-fiel- d
Itegiilator Co., 1 :t7 Lamar Bldg., At-
lanta. ia., who will send you by mail,
sealed, a very instructive book to exiiectaul
mothers. Write fur it
DON'T YOU THINK WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS? WELL WE DO.
WE KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
AT ANY PRICE. IF YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET THE
BEST CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
CUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP CUS-
TOMERS. WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST VALUE FOR YOUR
GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND
HARD WEAR.
WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE COMPANY.
j any radical change in the Democratic
program, the Republicans lined up
solidly in support of Senator Bris-- !
tow's amendment, which provided for
j a reduction in the sugar duty about
two-third- s as great as that contained
in the Democratic provision. They
were supported, also, by the two Dem-
ocratic senators from Louisiana, nd
on this question came nearer sucess
From far away Siam. land of the
"Muang Thai," conies the news that
William B. Freeman has not only s
i mighty glad to see him.
To make" the young American know
that this was not "heated air", the
king explained to Freeman that there
would be a good deal of traveling to
parts of the kingdom where then
than on any previous test of strength, white elephant on his hands, but has PHONE 14. "IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT." PHONE 14.
'were no "choo-cho- o leaving for Ala--
bam' " and that, the tall Denverite j
would have to trust his locomotion to
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
V alley, 3,700 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Onen air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern In every respect.
Regents
E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA, t
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
c For particulars and Illustrated cats-ogn-
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Sopt.
elephants.
"I have six elephants," the kind said
The Bristow amendment was defeat-
ed, however, by a vote of 3.1 to "9.
Immediately afterward, this narrow
Democratic majority was reduced al-
most to the vanishing point on an
amendment offered by Senator
the standpat Republican lead-
er of the senate, to retain the dui on
maple sugar. The Democrats doi'eat-e-
this amendment by only two vit t.
It is evident from the Democrats'1
success on the sugar vote that they
and they are all WHITE. 1 wan
you to accept TWO of them." LIGHTAt all events Freeman found the two' 1 dephants hitched in front of his of- -
TWO of them!
Mr. Freeman is well known in Santa
Fe. While he was head of the hydro-graphi-
department with officeR In
Denver, he used to come down to New
Mexico to take a peep at the streams
and see how much work they were
doing and also how much work th
men under him were doing. As often
happens, the city of Santa Fe attrac-
ted him and he spent many days?
here. He underwent a surgical opera
tion at St. Vincent's sanitarium, ami
the skill of the surgeons, the pure air
and Freeman's own splendid condi-
tion, soon put him back towering
his six feet, two inches.
To see Freeman then sitting on thi
porch of the Santa Fe club, smokin.-- :
a cigarette and looking the part or'
the clubman, one would scarcely pi.-
"ice, and his eyes told him plainly that
they were the albinistic Indian elo
will be able to put through their wool phants, with short ears, that he had
program also, and that afterward N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
there should be comparatively clear I1
read about in the dictionary.
There must have been lots of excite-
ment around Bangkok when Freeman
went out for a drive. And Freeman'c
ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. Tbe grandfather would
sailing for them on all controverted
points.
While the senate has been strug-
gling with the tariff, the Democratic
Santa Fe friends would dearly love
to have a picture of him as "The Man
On the Mox."house caucus has been working over
the currency bill. The indications ,
are that, despite a great deal of loud j Dir. fAWTCCT AMui wwiiimi uil 1
be amazed at tbe radiance of the mod-
ern borne and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
IN STATE OF MAINE!
ture that Freeman of today, drivln.'
TWO white elephants around the
home of Buddhism!
A King Did It.
How did it come about? To tel. j
the unvarnished truth, it required a
king 1o make the transformation.
talk by some of the d insur-
gents, the adminstration leaders will
be able to put the bill through pretty
much as they want it.
The postofflce department has
caught the Republican standpatters iu
an illegal use of the frank for the dis-
tribution of tariff literature. Several
Washington, Aug. 28. Michigan will
be represented in the fierce campaign
to elect a member of congress fromIt was October 23, 1!U0, that Vagir
avudh ascended the throne in the pa!-- ; tne ,,nrd district of Maine, where a
vacancy has been created by the death 1
ol Forrest Goodwin.years ago the American Protective
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal &HD0tfffiK Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Arenue, near A., T- - & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Rep. Frank Doremus, upon his re
turn trom Detroit, temporarily will
ace at Bankok which overlooks the
.Menam river. The young king for he
was but thirty years of age when he
put on the crown gazed around thi?
city of half a million souls. He saw
the commercial town with its shipping,
sawmills for teak, and rice mills. He POWERmove the headquarters of the Democratic congressional committee fromWashington to Maine, where, asTairff League compiled selectionsfrom parts of several different stand-pa- tspeeches. As a part of the Con-gressional Record this pamphlet wasentitled under the law to free trans-
mission through the mails on the frank
of some member of congress, lt has
been widely circulated by the Pro- -
contrasted with these sights the Asia- - :cna" man, lie will act as field marshal
tic portion of the city built on bamboo ;rf ,lle Democratic forces.
rafts along the river; ihen the royal' Prominent among the speakers on IS QUITE SO CONVENthe Republican side will be Senator
Charles E. Townsend and Represent- -
tective Tariff League under the f rank w&s turned on the consular dlsr
of Senator Gallinger. There has iieen rict. with- its verandahed houses and N' IENT as to touch the button andyour stove is ready to cook yourIncluded in the naniuhlet. however, lowering trees and lastly his highness auves-at-larg- e Patrick H. Kelly. Another niHtprial which wni nnt nnrt r,f looked at his own Bankok the native effort. aJo will be made to secure Sen
the Congressional Record, and which sialcs ,0n. ;ator William Alden Smith In the lat- -
was, therefore, under the law, uu-- The king noled with satisfaction ,'ter part of the campaign, and it isII .nrl
.1,... .1
...
.i,.,i.i i ! i , that steel bridges weiv taking the "uu'-mirai- i mat ine senior senatoruuiinduir. i iu puiuiui;e utp:ii'- -
meat has directed the uostoHic-- ;it place of the wooden ones; that tram-luo- Michigan will go if his health
streets and v' 111 Permit.v. ...i, .i ways now traverse the.en luin, nri p iin-- Lmimilil'i.-- s 11 ...... . : .. . .,, ,
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
ine iigni. oi ine moon is no longer re YV- i,i,iciima win ue cum
quired to illuminate them, since the mandor of somB distinguished enlisted
marvels of Edison's electric bulbs nien- - Among them will be Secretary
have been introduced. of sate William Jennings Bryan
Bankok, being the' chief port of the lpea?er., Clark; ,A' Mitchell Palme.
were being mailed, not to accept any
more of them.
THE COLLEGE BOYS
ALL GOT WORK kinedom. men from fur-aw- v hinds "ui'i oi uie uemoeratlcH ma- -jority in congress and 15 or 20 of the!merchants, financiers and diplomats,
came to the city. The new king grew
more and more interested in the ar'
most eloquent Democratic spell-bind-:e-
in the senate and house. SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.State College, Aug. 28 Almost y
member of the class which gradua It will be the opening skirmish ofvaneement of other lands, seeing an
opportunity to aid his own country the. Ki'eat battle for control of theted from the New Mexico College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at the ..d., iiuiiic. j ue roeresKiveand his eight or nine million sub- -
Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,$13.15ACCOUNT OF
COLORADO-NE- W MEXICO
FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL
Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25, '13, inclusive.
Return Limit, Sept. 29th.
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
membership of the house is threatclose of the last college year has now jjects.
secured a position along the same line For years the prince now king, had ' s, lnvaae tl,e district,
of work in which he studied while known that the soil of Siam is 'ad- - In next two or three weeks mor"
attending the institution. Samuel f. Imirably adapted for the cultivation o' orator.s ,of national reputation will be
Bousmun, a Farmington boy. is doing Irice bv artificial irrigation. Whv not p.curea "no tne tnird district of Mainethan have appeared in any coneres- -engineering work for the Chino Cop-(carr- y on irrigation all over the king- ow sunt" ST FARESsional election in recent years.per company at Hurley, Xew Mexico
and will probably be sent to Alaska in
MOTHER CRAY'S
FOR CHILDREN. I
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M., AND RETURN, $12.10.
dom? s
Siam Is, of course, not as large as
the United States. It is about the siz?
of Xew Mexico and Colorado, two oi
the large states of the union, for its
area in square miles is 220,000, (or
236,000, according to some encyclope-
dias.) But that is "some" area, being
about the size of Xew 'ork, Pennsyl-
vania, Maine, Xew Hampshire, Masst- -
the fall to do further work for the
company there. Miss Ruth Brainard
of Artesia, will teach in the public
schools at that place during the com-
ing year. Charles C. Briggs, who reg-
istered from Mesilla Park, has been
appointed instructor in the Claremont
School for. Boys at Claremont, Cali- -
Trad Mark.
Don't accept
nv lUbititut.fomia. Caasius U Clay, who came tojehusetts, Rhode island, Connecticut.
the college from Tularosa, has a post New Jersey, Delaware and North Car
olina, with its n2,250, thrown in!
Need Irrigation.
"Irrigation," said the king, "is what
Siam needs. That is what has made
The EastyyBest pMiiiil or
Route West
t'on as chemist in the government pure
food laboratory at Xew Orleans, Ln.
.1. William Knorr, of Farmington, han
been appointed county agricultural
expert at Sterling, Colorado. Herbert
(i. Smith, a son of George H. Smith,
THIRTY-THIR- D ANNUAL
NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
such a large tract of the arid west in
the great United States blossom like
the rose."
But who should be the head of the
irrigation works of the "Muang Thai?"
It must be an engineer of the United
States, said the king.
And so the word was sent forth t:
this land, and it traveled from ocean
to ocean. The United States govern
ment picked "Willie" B. Freeman a
the man to go to Siam to tell the kin?
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
.of Santa Rosa, is assistant in dry land
agriculture at the government dry
;farm experiment station at Tuetim-jcari- ,
Xew Mexico. Leonard (!. Thomas
formerly of Roswell, Is a road eng-
ineer for the Dona Ana county good
roads commission. Earl J. Wilson, or
Iike Valley, has been given the posi
jtion of farm manager at the Xew Mex-jic- o
Institution for the Insane at has
H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,1L. EUGENE FOX, G. Pas.. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
Vegas. v the secrets of irrigation. FreemanThese young people are all resi-- 1 had traveled all over the country andAlbuquerque, N, M.t dents of Xew Mexico who have re-
ceived their college train'ng in one of
the institutions of the state, and the
demand for their services is regarded
What is
The first persons to tell you
the latest fashion news are the
merchants who advertise the
newest styles.
Not content to wait for the
mails, enterprising merchants
these days keep themselves
posted by cable.
They are not more than a
week or so behind Paris I.
showing the new shapes and
shades and colors.
Advertising in daily newspa-
pers like THE SANTA FE
NEW MEXICAN has become
the I i vest sort of live news.
The well informed man or
woman must keep posted on
what Is being exploited In the
advertising.
The friendly rivalry of busi-
ness men keeps the advertising
keen, well written and right up
to the instant.
he knew the game. His physical
strength, too, seemed equal to the
damp and malarious mountains or'
Siam, and certainly could stand that ot
the plains where Europeans do fairly
well.
The ruler of Siam knew very we!J
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and tbe Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
by their friends as speaking well for
Xew .Mexico's institutions of higher
learning.
OCTOBER 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II, 1913.
tlllltlllltllllllM
Each Department Overflowing With
Splendid Attractions.
It will not pay you to waste your land the United States was practicallytime writing out your legal forms nil ten years ago, but in 1905 it hat1
when you can get thora already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company, : tm m
amounted to a third of a million dol-
lars, the bulk of which was imported
from the United States. It was wel1, 104 DON (JASPER ST. Telephone 9 WmilllMMIMMMM
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO
therefore to get more Americans "on
the job" in Siam, in irrigation matWomanjlSk EveryIs Interested and should
know about the wonderful
Marvel is5r'
ters and in others.
King Was Cordial.
Just what kind of a blowout King
Vagiravudh gave Willie Freeman, was
not recorded in the American paper.'.
MULLIGAN & RISIuoucneFRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,1 Eut it is safe to say that the audi-
ence was an agreeable one and that
His Majesty, who has traveled all
Ask yonrdrarelst for
ft. If he cannot sup-
ply the MARVEL.
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
' License Numbers, Ml. Day or Nifht Phone, u
Next Door to Postofflce.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. "iJi-.-accept no other, bnt
send stamp for book .
MinrelCa..44E.23St.l.T.
around the world, told Freeman, in
fairly good English, that he was
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Southern Pacific, Smelting, Amalgama-- j
ted and Reading sold at 2 to 2 aboveWALL STREET. SECRETARY DANIELS
FAVORS IT
regard to the bill.
Representative W. K. Murray of Ma-
ssachusetts has secured a hearing he-- j
fore the interstate commerce commit- -
lee of the house on his resolution cal-ilin- g
for all information in the posses- -
sion of the department, of commerce
SOCIAL EMERGENCY
AND A CAMPAIGN
OF EDUCATION
FREE ADVICE
TO SICK WOMEN
Thousands Have Been Helped
By Common Sense
Suggestions.
yesterday's close.
New York, Aug. 28. Foreign mar- - The market closed strong. Dulls
Vets were not impressed by the j.at;:;flP(1 wmi Nvllat n,PJ. mid
play of weakness here late yesterday previously accomplished and marked
'and London cabled a higher range of time in the final hour. Prices faiiel
prices for American stocks. The bull tc, K,jt au0VB earlier levels,
faction utilized this opening to force j
ure to give these factors due consid-
eration has brought many attempts to
early and unhappy ends, and convinc-
ed some people that ignorance is safer
than such education.
"No aspects are more important
than those concerning morals and re-
ligion. The restraining fear of disease
may and probably will lie thrown off
by science. Whether education in
scientific aspects of the subject will Jo
good or harm in a given case depends
on the extent to which moral and re-
ligious ideals control the conduct of
and labor and the interstate commerce
THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY HAS commission regarding ownership and
nninrininu nwru uip PllDDPDT Til control of Pennsylvania anthracite
rnAUIbftLM UlUil mo our run i iu
COLLINS MAY DECLINE POINDEXTER ALASKAN
WANTED.
government PosiTioNjDR WILLIAM T. FOSTER, PRESIDENT
j mines.
"1 have reason to believe." said Mr
.Murray, "that seven raijroni! com-
panies, and in some cases their
through interests m variouK
jobbing and wholesale companies con-itro- l
the sale to the retailer of between
Women suffering from any form of
female ills are invited to communicate
up the list at the beginning of busi-
ness.
News from Mexico during the morn-
ing gave the situation a more promis-
ing apeparance and speculation took
Buying of Read-
ing
oi. a confident tone.
and the coppers was aggressive.
Continued strength of the cotton mar
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 28. For--
mer City Attorney Husrh .T. Collins
recently appointed a member of the
law board of the department of the
OF PACIFIC COAST FEDERATION
FOR SEX HYGIENE DELIVERS
STRONG ADDRESS ON NECESSITY
OF SEX INSTRUCTION.
s.'i and !to per cent of the anthracite
eeal shipped each year."interior at Washington, has not defi- -ket and further reports of serious eon
...'.not ilia mmitimt
promptly with the
woman's private
correspondence de-
partment of the Ly-d- ia
E.Pinkham Med-
icine Co., Lynn,
Mass. Your letter
will be opened, read
and answered by a
It is Mr. Murray's opinion that 00ditions in sections of the cotton belt, '"" ..."
the individual. The Inadequacy of;
' .AUH.KK.
mere information in matters of sex is
painfully evident. To the knowledge Washington. I). C, Aug. 2S.
All
of what is right tiiut be added the the indications are that Secretary Jo-wi- ll
to do the right. All the other :im- jsephus Daniels of the navy depart-pect- s
of the social treated ment is about to line up in support, of
with superhuman wisdom would still the Poiitdexter Alaskan bill, providing
leave the greatest problem unso'ved. fo1" government coal mining and trans-A- s
moral and religious instruction is j portation in that territory,
the dominant educational need of the It will be recalled that Secretary
present generation, so the moral and Daniels in his recent trip to the Pa- -
IMUlf I lilt," SUVri Illlirill. .ill, vwiin.- per cent, of the available anthracite
coal in the United States is in the
control of the seven roads which form
leaves tonight for Clayton, X. M.,
where he has under consideration the
matter of acquiring the law business ;the only means of shipping this coal
EDUCATION IN SOCIAL'
REFORM MOST IMPORTANT
iyBia t finkhxm woman and held injof the late John A. Pace, whose sud- to the markets.
"It is my opinion," continued Repre-
sentative Mui-ray- "that the freight
rates iu anthracite coal are basedreligious aspects
of sex problems cine coast tieeiarcn in a speecn ,uu,
navy must hav!the United States
Alaska coal to supply the ships of the upon the costs of producing coal of
den death a few days ago shocked a
host of friends in Xew Mexico and ad-
joining states. Mr. Collins will make
a thorough investigation of the poss-
ibilities of Clayton before deciding
whether or not he will accept the
Washington appointment.
anee.
"These are the most important Pacific Meet. He was quoted as say--
, (hose companies which operate at
ing that lie would get this coal "if he greatest expense because they pur
Buffalo, X. Y., Aug. 2S. "The Social
Emergency," was t lie subject of th
address delivered before the Fourth
International Congress on School Hy-
giene, by Dr. William T. Foster, who
is president of Reed college, and also
phases of the social emergency. It is
difficult to see them in all their in-
tricate relationships and to realize
while distinctly unfavorable to the
slock market, passed unnoticed, as
did the unusually heavy loss of cash
by the banks on opera-
tions, which brings the total thus far
this week to more than $10,000,000.
Cains of 1 to 2 points were made by a
representative list of stocks, thereby
marking up prices considerably more
than the amount, lost yesterday.
Bonds were irregular.
Harriman shares were in the lead
during the afternoon rise, Union Pa-
cific selling nearly I! points over yes-
terday's lowest.
The bad statement of July net earn-
ings by Southern Pacific, showing a
net loss of $780,000, failed to arrest
the advance in the sto k to 9.
StockB were purchased in increas-
ing volume, the amount of business
in the forenoon, when the gain was
most significant, surprising observers
Steel, Union Pacific, Canadian Pacific,
himself." .ly poor coal in an attempt to tnonopo-
Senator Poindexter has jusl reeeiv-- j lize the whole supply, and since theThe daughter of A. Mitchell, Bag' that in any one approach we touch
.led from Secretary Daniels a letter price ot anthracite is tixeil Ing'lpresident of the Pacific Coast Federa-
tion for Sex Hygiene. Dr. Foster saiddad, Ky.,
had a bad case of kidney j
trouble and they feared her health which indicates that Daniels is practi-
- enough to cover the costs oi the com- -only one side of
a many-side- d prob-
lem. The great majorily of our peo-
.fcally ready to commit the Democratic lainy operating at highest expense,,
..,i !i.,ioi...,iw. in unnr,i.t iho inln. the coiiinanies which own the richnl rmlv flip Kunertipia iisnrcts. or
in part:
"The Social Kniergency that con-
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mi-
tchell says, "She was in terrible shape
H ... , ' '
tlaunl-.'- be- -
see one particular phase in distorted
'(y of coalThp 8cr,,tarv of tho navv ibls virgin reap enormousperspective because that is brought. :saVB. profits." jbut I got her to take Foley Kidney fronts the human race is
strict confidence. A woman can freely
talk of her private illness to a woman ;
thus has been established a confidential
correspondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without tho
written consentof the writer.and never
has the Company allowed these confi-
dential letters to get out of their pos-
session, as the hundreds of thousands
of them in their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it. is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Noth-
ing is asked in return except your pood
will, and their advice has helped thou-
sands. Surely any woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance. Address
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (con-
fidential) Lynn," Mass.
Every woman ought to have
Lydia K. Pinkliani's SO-paj- je,
Text liook. It is not a book for
general distribution, as it in too
expensive. It is free and only
obtainable by mail. Write for
H today.
Pills and she is now completely cured." fore us in many unlovely forms and
appears in new aspects whereto-- we close
to them throng,, a specia. case liepresen.ative Murray is seeking, lustM ,ar Spnj()), ave
scratch beneath the surface. Study . . . .,' . ,u , . ,. i cached your letter ol the first inst.
'
,
'(tie 111 Uillif;. I ui iiflJiunmoo io,wi. , . ,vhi! I iviu in tile "UUIU LI, unit. ,ll I finis.. I uill.l ITUcIl
Women are more liable to have kid
n.ey trouble than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe, dependable
and honest medicine. The Capital
Pharmacy.
resolution is of pecu!- -monopoly HI81 do not know that you have been in
""PleSt 111 CiFeri.iorl thai Hie lien;, fl lllellt is HOW onnection with the ef
the results of human frailty and the
possibilities of racial be.'erment
through any avenue of approach and
we meet the fundamental problems of
sexual hygiene and morals. Our
conducting tests of Alaska forts being made by Senator Poindex-ter and Representative, ltryan to put
coal on
which is
because of devoted service in particu-
lar fields. To attempt to deal with
sex aspects of school hygiene, as
though these problems were distinct
from other phases of the social emer-
gency is to invite failure from the
start. The union of the American Fed- -
board the cruiser Maryland. ,,,....
..ri. .. i.iil ...i.iu ,..n..i.i t....i.
now plying off the Alaska coast. Tests "- - ' "" """
MUM 111 111,. UUlUlll.Jlf U
fields of Alaska.
cities struggle in vain to free their
police forces from graft while the
business of prostitution offers such
will be made of two samples of this
coa.l and it is our object to make the
oration for Sex Hygicno and the Amer-- j tests exhaustive and thorough.iui Y'lwilnnew itiuifi: I inn is H Klpn! ....... , i i 1 Hooks, now excluded by law fromj large and easy profits. Students of
municipal recreation centers discover 'rr 1 m u,!"u" "" 'u "a m,,,KU the parcel post, may soon be admittedin the rtght direction for ,t gives ,rantl,M11.teu this coal to the seaboard t() ,h , , lv ,,Uit
of seeing the social enior- - and forward to 'promise We are looking eagerly ,innka were excluded in Ml 1;lw
A Dollar
An Hour
jsuch conditions that they regard parl--
and playgrounds as physical and
cieariy ano seeing u wnoie. the results or the experiment. utgency
course with the development of the.moral menaces unless under carefuland trained supervision.
"The home, the church and the YOU
Pacific stations we will require a great
quantity of coal and oil on the coast.
drawn is not known. There is a gen-
eral belief that the express com-
panies which now carry practically
all the books shipped, have exerted
their Influence to prevent the govern-
ment entering the busi
introduced a resolution directing tho
post master general to consider Im-
mediately "the advisability of extend-
ing such classification of parcel post
matter so as to include books, in or--
who require the best and purest medl- -Instead of scnoo, nave reaeneu a s ua,, m.por- - .., vollld ,Ikfi VPry much t0 conrer
tion ot ne human race w th adequate d Compound in pref(,rence to with you on this interesting topic andsex instruction, while thousands of jany 0,h(r M flU (.onRhs cMs croup, when you are in this vicinity T hopequack doctors still ply their vicious noa.lSeness, tickling throat! you will drop in and see me.
classiflca- - !der to promote the service to the pith- -ness. 1'nder the presentA Dollar tion, books are subject to the third lie and to increase the receipts of re
class rate of postage and a foiir-poim- ;enue from such service."trade, widely disseminating false-- I
hoods, and preying upon that fatal
and other throat and lung troubles.
It is a strictly high grade family medi-
"Relieve, me, with sentiments of es
teem and highest regard,
"Very cordially yours,
It was Representative Lewis who in-weight, limit. These requirements
practically exclude books from beingcine, and only approved drugs of firstA Day
matters that we have carefully culti-
vated in our children under the name
of innocence. The juvenile courts
bring in their daily records of pitiful
cases. The anti-saloo- workers pre
"(Sgd.l JOSEPH I'S DANTKLSi." carried in the mail. Representative
Senator Poindexter w ill confer with "Pave" Lewis, of Maryland, the real
Secretary Daniels in a few days with "father" of the parcel post law, has
quality are used in Its manufacture.
P gives the best results, and contains
ro opiates. The Capital Plr.ariuxy.1
duced Postmaster General Burleson to
increase the weight limit from 11 to
2D pounds on parcel post matter, to
decrease the charge, and to widen the
zones. It seems probable, therefore
that be will succeed in having books
included in the parcel post clasKifici
tions. Iewis directs attention to the
fact that the postmaster general al
ready has the authority, subject to the
consent, of the Interstate commerce
commission, to make the change.
sent sad evidence of the dependence
of commercialized prostitution on the
liquor traffic. Decent employers of
labor cry out against the competition
" I WILL GO TO JAIL, RATHER THAN BESMIRCH GIRL'S REPUTATION,
SAYS CAM1NETTI, ON THE EVE OF TRIALwith employers who expect their!young women to eke out a living wage
Do you realize what this means to yon and those depend-
ing on you?
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
Schools show you how your pay can be increased. It matters
not where yon arc, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can and will
increase your earning: capacity.
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your liking;.
A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you will only let
us help you. It will cost you nothing; to ask us HOW? Sim
( w; Ch
Sometimes the syrnpioms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so plain no
one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame hack with soreness
over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheu-
matism, dull headache and disturbed
sleep, are all Indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
quickly and permanently. Try them.
The Capital Pharmacy.
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid ail the resources of that yreat institution,
by Immoral conduct. Honest keepers
of hotels and lodging houses protest
that it is useless to keep up the fight
fore decency, while disreputable
houses under police protection make
exorbitant profits. Students of
eugenics find sexual immorality the
chief hindrance to racial improve-
ment. Turn where we may within any
field of legitimate human endeavor
and we run counter to this destructive
force; we discern new aspects of the
social emergency.
"In the face of thU social emergen-
cy, there ure but few who offer no
complaint. They are the white slav-
ers, the pimps iinu" t lie panderers, the
imbeciles and feeble minded iinioin;
their victims, the keepers of bawdy
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
of six million dollars and founded and main-
tained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
women. If you want your pay increased, say
LINGERIE AND
.THE SLIT SKIRT
CAUSES STARESso at once.L hi
micrualional correspondence Scisools jBox 888, Scranton, Pa.
pxplain, wlthnuMuTtbcf ohliKitioo on my
part, (low I can quiu,y lor the positt iq, wane, i
. pi.ifcslon Iwlore wtii :h have; t.irrl:- X.
Mark and
Mail the
Coupon
NOW
rsV' ' ' vk Philadelphia, Aug.
2S. Somflfthing
in skirts put Chestnut stree in a whin
Any male promenader can tell you a"
about knee-hig- slashes and the latestAutomobile KunnlnsPoultry Farming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising Man
Show-Car- Writing
Window TrimmingCommerduHII'Jstnir.
houses, the 'respectable' owners of
property used to promote the joint
business of drunkenness and prostitu-
tion, dealers in liipior, municipal of-
ficers and police who protect vice for
a living, lake doctors who thrive on
ignorance and spread disease, and
newspapers that make such criminal
business possible Hi rough advertise-
ments accepted at extraordinary rates.
Wirema:i
lectrical Enuinccr
Mechatiic'il t)rafimon
Mechaniejl Fnjjtneef
IVifphone Fxperl
Stotimiury EfiKirieer
1 'I'xriic Mnnufacturing
Ciivil F.nfjineer
BuihiinR Contractor
Architect
Concrete Construct'n
FlumhitiB.htcum itt '&
Mine
Mine SiiperintrnJi-n-
fwm 1 Industrial UesiftfiuisAri-h- i tectum) lirafts.ho mi it f SptniihFrench
German
Ituh-i-BjnkintrCivil Service
Name
City ....
X "To begin w ith, there is the history
of the question. .Many generations
.,jhave joined in the 'conspiracy of
silence' in matters pertaining to sex
and reproduction. The result is
widespread ignorance of matters of
the utmost importance to the individ-
ual and the race ignorance of which
many good people are proud. During
these generations in which the home,
the church and the school have with-
held the truth from young people.
Landmarks of
Typewriter
Progress
Such are all the recent developments of the
in but the combination is more
than the most hardened to sights of
that kind could stand.
Several well looking young women
turned into the promenade at Kleventh
street during tin- - rush of the noon
hour yesterday. It didn't take more
ban a minute and a half for about
inn men to see that the skirts present-e- d
something new and startling, for
not only were they slashed on both
sides, as is the usual custom but the
slushes ended far above what has been
considered the high line.
Xot. only were the stockings and
knees visible, but one of the nef
kneelets which Is similar to an ank-
let held up the stockings, and exhi-
bited at the same time, ,liingerie of
the latest and most approved net. ot
the kind usually seen by the public
only in shop windows.
But that was not all, for what the
slashes did not reveal could be seen
through the filmy texture of the skirts
with all the clearness of an
and it was not long before men and
boys of all ages and conditions knew
that there was "something doing" in
the way of skirts on Chestnut street.
Before the young women had gone
two blocks the crowd became so
great that they were obliged to dodge
into a store, and by that action pre-
vented the necessity for a roit call.
The small army of sightseers slowly
dispersed. Only one callow youth
braved an hour's wait, and was re-
warded by seeing the rirls leave the
store, but the slashes seemed to have
been stitched and the sky in the
r.
4
other agencies have been busy dis-
seminating falsehoods. Having almost
no opportunity to hear sex and matri-
mony discussed with reverence, our
young people have almost invariably
heard these subjects discusged with
vulgarity. Partly ts a result of all this
has come the general acceptance ofRemington the double standard of morality whichhas bitterly condemned the girl(Visible Models 10 and 11)
The principals in the trial of F.
Drew Caminetti, charged with white
slavery. At the top, from left to right,
are F. Drew Caminetti, with his coun-
sel, Marshall B. Woodworth, former
U. S. district attorney, and Luke
Howe, personal adviser of Caminetti.
formerly city attorney at Sacramento,
Calif. At the lower left is Mrs. F.
Drew Caminetti, wife of the defend-
ant, and at left Lola Norris, the girl
with whom he became involved.
made her an outcast of society and
excused the boy for the same offence
on the specious plea of physiological
necessity. With the sanction of this
double standard, tacitly accepted by
society, the majority of mei have
grown up in indulgence, and have de-
veloped habits which are, or which
they believe to be, beyond their con-
trol. MillionB of men who recognize
tic law in sex life but their own ap-
petites are thus contributed to us by
the past. They are factors in the pres- -
charges lhat he assisted in purchas-
ing railroad tickets and aided in the
transportation of Lola Norris and
Marsha Warrington, the other girl in-
volved, from Sacramento to Reno in
violation of the .Maun act.
His defense is based on the con-
tention that he can prove he had noth-
ing to do with purchasing the tickets,
and that, he had no intention to make
the N'orris girl his mistress. He does
'She Is a Good Girl and I Will Not
Give Her Any More Trouble or Em-
barrassment," Declares Son of Cab-
inet Officer on Trial on Serious
Charge.
( By Jack Jungmeyer. )
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 2S. "Jail
rather than blame It on the woman."
That Is the attitude of F. Drew
Caminetti, son of the cabinet official,
also again tell the story of her down
fall. meantime had become so overcast that
Despite the fact that there has been the effect could no .longer be
ne real reconciliation, Mrs. Drew looked for.
Caminetti has appeared In his behalf A quick run to a trolley car took
during the trouble. She took the stand Chest nut streets's best sight of the
for him during the Diggs trial. Ulay hack home.
ent situation and must be reckoned
on the eve of his trial here lor having i.ot, however, deny Hie facts that h'.1
violated the Mann act by transporting hived with her in the relationship
His mother, too, Mrs. Anthony CamiLola Norris, a un year old Sacramento j charged.
netti, will be close beside her son ingirl, to Keno for Immoral purposes. forLola Norris, the alluring girl
Among these developments are:
The Built-i- n Decimal Tabulator which mokes the decimal tabulat-
ing mechanism in integral part of the typewriter.
The Tabulator Set Key which eliminates all hand setting of the
tabulator stops.
The Column Selector which determines, by the stroke of a single
key, the exact point on each l,r.o where the writing is to begin.
The Adding and Subtracting Remington (W'ahl which
combines in one typewriter, and in one operation, the functions ot the
writing machine and the adding machine.
Every one of these new devel
whom Caminetti deserted his wife and this final chapter in the scandal that
stirred the nation through its politicalfamily, and with whom he is still de-
clared to be infatuated, will be com-
pelled as chief witness against him
developments when former U. S. Dis-
trict Attorney John L. McNabb re-
signed because of alleged pressure
with.
"As a matter of fact the educational
phases of social reform are of most
immediate importance. Nothing can
so profitably occupy the attention of
social hygiene societies as the educa-
tion of the public. If groups of social
workers come to serious emergency
if the discussion of restricted dis-
tricts, minimum wage laws, health
certificates for marriage, and report-
ing of disease divides the group into
warring camps all can unite in favor
of spreading certain truths as widely
as possible; and it Is not difficult to
agree on at least a few of the many
to relate even more fully than at the
inti-- from Washington to delay the cases
With his convicted companion,
Maury I. Diggs, it has been the other
way. He had not Bcrupled In attempt-
ing to besmirch Marsha Warrington's
reputation, and to hide behind the
skirts of his wife as well as "the other
woman."
Lola Norris is not to be subjected
to any attack, If Caminetti keeps his
pledge, no matter what she may assert
on the witness stand.
herDiggs trial the details of
macies with Caminetti. and hinder the prosecution.
She will have to tell how she began i Drew Caminetti, 26. was for a time
tn nncrfo tr, romtnotti's nrrion nd-- ! employed in the office of the state
opments is an evidence of the per-
petual leadership of the Remington
Typewriter. Illustrated booklet
descriptive of all recent Remington
improvements, sent on request
Remington
HOW'S THIS?
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any Case f Catarrh That
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by aJl Druggists
Take Hall's FamiJv Pills for const!
-- ation.
She is a good girl and has treat- -
board of control at Sacramento. It
was there that he met Miss Noris, who
was an assistant in the state library.
The fact that he was married was
never concealed. Both he and the girl
admit that.
vances; how she accompanied him on
wild escapades to roadhouses and
hotels where they remained alone all
night; how she climbed into a Pull-no-
berth with him when the couch
on which she lay "grew uncomfort
Typewriter Company methods which have already proved ed me right," he says. "She has been
'incorporated) effective in educational campaigns. fair with me, and I will not give her
He is being defended by Attorneysable," and finally how she surrender-
1645 Champa Street,
DENVER, COLO.
"At the outset of our attempt to
educate the general public in matters
of sex, we face certain factors which
govern the scope, time, place and
method of any successful efforts. Fail- -
any more trouble or embarrassment, l
would rather go to iail."
The indictment against Caminetti is
substantially the same as that upon
which Diggs was convicted. It
ed to his importunities in the Reno Luke Howe, or Sacramento; .viai-sna-
bungalow on a whispered promise ofB. Woodworth, and Nate Coghlan, of
marriage. Marsha Warrington will San Francisco.
PAQS FOUR SANTA ft NEW MEXICAN THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 1913.
Perdue and Whaling, Allen; Ruckr
n..J 1(111turn :m iiiur, . OH, NO, THOSE BRITISHERS NEVER FALL ALL OYER THEM-
SELVES " RUBBERING " AT ROYALTY !At Philadelphia
'ew York . . 2 6
Philadelphia 7 9 I
Marquard, Crandall and ' McLean-Seato-
and KMlifer.
American League.GEE I I WISH I WAS 'STUFFY !' BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
National League.
At Boston-Washin- gton
0 6 0
Boston 1 41
Johnson and Ainsmith; Collins and
Carrigan. (11 innings.)
At New York
Philadelphia 914 2
New York . i. 3 10 2
Bender and Schang; Schulz, War-ho- p
and Sweeney.
What is the little fellow thinking
o. as he reads the sport page? Of the
day when he, too, may flush across the
baseball horizon like a Mclnnes and
appear before !I5,000 people in a
world's series? And bring home the
winning run?
Who can tell what this Doy will be
Club. Won. Lost. Pet.
New York . 82 IMS ,C9."
Philadelphia t6T ' 45 .598
Chicago (15 55 .542
Pittsburgh . ,., (13 54 .5381
Hiooklyn . '',..'.. 51 (14 ,44;l
Boston 50 05 .4M5
Cincinnati . , ,. Ufl 75 .395
St. Louis 44 71 .304 American Association.
American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
At Columbus
Louisville 4 ft 1
Columbus 3 10 1
i Powell and demons; Cook" Turner
land Smith.
.SO
.72
.ii7
.(15
a few years from now? Mclnnes, at
22, is a star of the Athletics. He
ciowded Hary Davis, the veteran star,
off first base as early as 11)11. hut was
injured and could not participate in
the world's series with the Giants un-ti- !
the final out in the last game, when
lie"liobbled to the bag and retired tha
lust player, just to get into the series.
This season has been a star of the
first water; he is an important cof In
Mack's $100,000 infield and he has
years ahead of him, for Mack picks
Ihein young a.id tender and nurses
'
;
Club.
Philadelphia
Cleveland .
Washington
Chicago . .
Boston . . .
Detroit . . .
St. Louis . .
New York .
.673
.oar.
.568
.524
.496
.423
.381
.345
39
49
51
59
59
71
78
76
t St. Paul
M'nneapolis 4
Paul S
Piirns and Owens; Rieger
James.
i:i :;
12 1
an.l.48
.4(1
lb em carefully.
YESTERDAY'S GAME.
Reports of games received too late
for publication in yesterday's New
Mexican :
American Association.
At Minneapolis:
Princess Mary of England (arrow points to her) leaving a jeweler's
shop at Cowes. Hundreds of the hoi iday crowd waited outside the shop to
see the princess on a shopping tour. She was accompanied by the Hon.
Philip Hunloke, standing near policeman.
Englishmen are fond of saying th at it is only in America that a titled
or royal personage draws a crowd that the English are used to seeing
dukes, lords and kings.
Pet.
.580
.571
.568
.549
.444
.443
.440
.3S0
American Association.
Club. Won. Lost.
Milwaukee .76 55
Columbus . 76 57
Minneapolis 75 57
Louisville 72 59
Kansas City 59 74
Toledo 58 73
St. Paul 59 75
Indianapolis 49 80
Western League.
5 3
15 0
Milwaukee 1
Minneapolis 11
FieneSlapnicka, Braun and Hughes;
and Owens.
At St. Paul (Second game)
Kansas City 1 2
!tp v
uals who have launched his candidacy enough to induce those charged by the
or even discussed it. ' j law to maintain that dignity to permit
; "On what than la lic trratnitiniiR H to ue lessened.
8 12 2
Gardner and
St. Paul
Daniels and Moore;
Miller. "On the other hand I have seensuspicion of the president of the Unit-- 1
with great pleasure that the presidented States of America based and his de
NO ARMY-NAV- FOOT
BALL GAME THIS YEA!?
Club. Won. Lost. Pc.
Denver 82 45 .646
Des Moines 73 54 .575
Lincoln (IS (11 .527
St. Joseph .(Kl 62 .516
Omaha (12 67 .481
Topeka 57 69 .452
Sioux City 56 73 .43
Wichita 48 81 .372
of the United States of America pro-
poses for a later date, and, according
to what the circumstances permit, the
solution which was marked with the
letter 'A' in the original instruction
and in the note to which this is a re-
ply with the number 3; for this re-
veals that, we are really in the way of
arriving at an arrangement equally
dignified for both sides.
two to s Ty
mand. Is absolutely inadmiss- -
able, that in order to comply with the
suggestion of the president of the
United States and ad interim president
of the Mexican republic should enter
into agreements and contract obliga-
tions which have never heretofore
been imposed on the ruler of any sov-
ereign nation?
"The question having been set as I
have the honor of doing in this reply
x vitfi wjMw--
.hrp vi tswssml:ox..'. ..'
West Point, N. Y., Aug. -cial
announcement was made by the
army athletic council this afternoon
that there would be no army-nav- y
foot ball game this year. The army
will play the Carlisle Indian school
instead of the navy at West Point oa
November 29."STUFFY" MclNNES
YOUTHFUL ADMIRER. "In view of this, Mr. ConfidentialAgent, today, more than ever, we pro- -his excellency, Mr. Wilson, will have
MEXICO'S REPLY TO J. LIND'S tn withdraw definitely from his pres- - feundly hope for an immediate solu- -
tion of the conflict which unfortunateSECOND OFFER MADE PUBLIC ent attitude, at the risk that his mo
Where They Play Today
National League.
Boston at Brooklyn.
New York at Philadelphia.
American League.
Washington at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
American Association.
Milwaukee at Kansas City.
Minneapolis at St. Paul.
Louisville at Columbus.
Louisville at Columbus.
(Continued from page one).
ly has separated us. I could go even
further. I would renounce on our part
the demand that our respective ambas-
sadors be received Immediately since
for the end in view the present per-
sonnel of our reciprocal embassies is
sufficient if it remains as it has been
this high functionary nor the most in
i'i'-- ' YSiVftiirsiMstfiiY'""'' rn-'- ' significant of his acts all of which
have been done with a view of obtain
ing a complete pacification of the
tives which I take pleasure in ac-
knowledging, are, as he himself quotes
them, friendly and disinterested, al-
truistic and without ulterior ends at
the risk, I repeat that they may be
wrongly and differently interpreted by
all the other nations which look on
our present international conflict with
more or lesB interest.
"And although the president of the
United States of America should take
an altogether different stand in the
universal viewpoint, which considers
differently an administration under the
Mclnnis country, which is the supreme nation'MIKE BACA US.
al aim and which he has decided toHOW THE LINE-U- PAT THIS TIME OURAN LABOR DAVD. Murphy 32"Barry 248
Thomas .25.") i
Mike Baca is training hard an I
This does not take into considlera- - ll'afthfully for his Inbor Day contest
heretofore until the elections of Oc-
tober have taken place; but I will al-
ways stand 011 the unavoidable condi-
tion which declares that we are in
reality the ad interim constitutional
government of the Mexican republic.
"In my turn, Mr. Confidential Agent,
I beg again to repeat to you the pleas-
ing impression which you leave with
me as a citizen of the United States of
America as an able, righteous and
personal representa- -
bring about in spite of everything
have authorized any one even to sus-
pect that such are his ultimate Inten-
tions,
"It is perfectly well known there
does not exist in the whole country a
single newspaper, a single club, a
single corporation or group of individ- -
Today's Games.
National League.
'
.
At Brooklyn
Boston
.V..... .. 1
Brooknyn . 5
New York, Aug. 28. Al ready the ex-
perts are beginning to figure on the
world's series in October. It is gen-
erally conceded that the Athletics and
Giants will be the contenders It 13
tion the pitchers. It gives the Ath-!l- ung tmran, the lighting .Mexl
can of Raton.letics a shade in the batting, aw they ponditions in which our own Is atpresent (the best proof of my asser-
tion is the unconditional recognition
of the foremost powers of the world,
among which the United States of
Last night lie skipped the rope,
look a course of setting up exercises,
tunched the heavy bag and boxed
eight fast rounds with four different
sparring partners and retired earlv
after a bath and thorough rub down
tiach day in addition to the evening
workout In the nlncitn haH.- - nf tlin
rave in fielding. McGraw has m
Mathewson, Demaree, Marquard and
Tesreau as d and effective
a corps of fingers as ever sent a club
to the front and kept there. In
Plank, Bender, Houck and Brown.
Mack has a very able quartet.
America occupies such a prominentia? of hTi8 Mtacr;1 the Wowgratitudeand legitimately conquered rank) he
will have to cease to call us a de facto
ANOTHER WHITE SLAVE SCANDAL UN-
EARTHED IN LOS ANGELES.
government and will give us the titleIf the Giants and Alhletics meet tai0(lll of llis maa(,er William Gregg. of ad interim constitutional governin the series this year, they will have he does several miles of road woiv
which you say you profess for the
well deserved treatment which you
have received in Mexico at the hands
of the ad interim constitutional presi-
dent of the republic, from private indi-
viduals and myself, and I reiterate to
you as in my previous note my perfect
consideration."
true that Joe Birmingham, Clake Grif-
fith. Charles Dooin and Johnny Evers
do not concede it, but they are about
all. Comparisons of the two teams are
therefore in order.
In the percentagetable are the two
clubs are pretty nearly even, but when
other Items are considered there is
a wide variance. Each team leads its
league in batting, the Athletics wPh
.286, the Giants with u2SU. In the
fielding also the Athletics lead, with
.967, while the Giants stand sixth, with
.981.
The Giants have more representa-
tion in their line of endeavor. In
Herzog, Burns, Doyle and Merkle thevj
ment, which is the only one to which
we are rightly entitled.about an even break with regard to in the early morning and punches th 'the mainstays of the respective box-- ! j igli t bag 'Permit me, Mr. Confidential Agent,ng staffs. Against Mathewson and The fans who are watching his
training stunts are enthusiastic about
his form and condition.
not to reply for the time being to the
significant offer in which the govern-
ment of the United States of America
insinuates it will recommend to AmerMeanwhile Young Duran Is training Work for the New Mexican. It U
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.ican bankers the immediate extension
j Marquard the Philadelphia team
will have Plank and Bender. It, is
in the reserve force that' McGraw wil!
'have a big pull in the weights, as a
horseman would Bay. Tesreau, who
must improve over the form he has
shown thus far this season to be in-
cluded in a world series string has it
on anything Mack can offer;
CAROL MASON AND HER MOTHER
Pitiful Story of Girl Who
Escaped From Clutches of Man Who
Held Her Prisoner in His Office for
Two Weeks Involves Several
"Many Will Be Involved Before
Present Investigation is Ended,"
Say Police.
of a loan which will permit us, among
other things, to cover the innumerable
hard at Raton and it is reported that
he is rounding into Bplenuid form.
This bont promises to be by far the
best that has ever been in thic city.
Tickets for the contest may be
urgent expenses required by the pro- - Work for the New Mexican, it II
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tha new state.
have four of the ten leading baso-stealer-
The Athletics have three in
Collins, Oldring and Baker.
In batting here, is how the regular
lineup of the two teams figure.
Giants. Pet.
obtained at the Peerless Cigar storeDemaree also outclasses those on the
second string of the Athletics. Brown
and Houck are about the most for- -Miirns .... viw
Work for the New Mexican. It la
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
al 50 cents, 75 cents, $1 and $1.25 for
ringside seats, and will be also on sale
at the Elks' theater. The bout is
scheduled to be pulled off at 4 p. m.
next Monday.
gressive pacification of the country;
for in the terms in which it is couched
It appears more to be an attractive
antecedent proposal to the end that,
moved by petty Interests, we should
renounce a right which incontroverti-bl-
upholds us at a period when the
dignity of the nation is at stake.
"I believe there are not loans
Ads alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try 1L
pnafer
' ' jQQimidable pair that Mack can throw ln- -
Fletcher ''lft!10 tne Bame t0 compete against
...v.'.'.v.v.v.'.'.!!;.';.'.'.'.'.'.'.'!27')iGraw's
Merkle 2SS Another advantage the Giants will
Murray 290j'!ave is 'n tHe catching department,
Myers 302 Myers has all the better of Schang
Snodgrass 311! appearance, while his batting ability
Athletics. Pet. is a natural factor in any game. But
JENNINGS SEES DISMAL
FUTURE FOR FEDERALO
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 28. The report
that the Federa.1 league would take 01: TilOldring 299 against these advantages (Mack lias an PI 11
1 II a II I
SANTA FE,
THURSDAY,
Walsh J,.. 252 infield to offer that is enough to
Collins 349lcause confusion in the ranks of an?
a larger growth for 1914 and expand
e ver considerable territory, taking in
several eastern cities, has caused
some of the major league managers tc
indulge in conversation
"In order to establish a circuit that
can live, the Federal league promoters
must have at least $5,000,000," declares
Hugh Jennings of the Detroit Tigers
"There is no demand for this organ'
Eaker . .., 320 j club.
ELSIE JANIS AT PLAV.
SHE'S HAVING A BULLY GOOD TIME SEE THAT SMILE. Th e SiiowThats Different
0
11M
:ation, for the baseball public is plen-
tifully supplied with amusement by
the two major leagues. The .costly
stadiums in the various cities afford
such accommodations that the public
will not patronize cheaper plants.
"The players under contract to the
National and American leagues are re-
ceiving big salaries. In order t entice
Big 3 Ring Wild Animal
some of them to jump, the Federal j
league would be compelled to put up
increased salaries in cold cash and j
guarantee pay for more than one or
two years.
j "The Federal league this year is
run on a cheap basis. The best plsy- -
ers receive $200 a month. That is
why the outlaw promoters haven't
been driven to the wall.
"When the American league broke
into organized baseball, condit'ous
were much different from those at
present. The National league had
abandoned several good cities and the
club owners had become un.jopuHr
with the public and the players.
Special Correspondence,
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 28. Fifteen-year-ol-
Carol Mason is the woman in
Using a battering ram to break in
the door of his apartment, which he
had barricaded with desks, chairs and
tables, the police overpowered . Has"There was room for a second major 350 UONS,1taERS,LEOPAMS
Elephants. Sea lions.Zedbasleague circuit, and Ban Johnsni tookjthe
ra8e in a brand new sex scandal kamp after a tussle and placed him in j
Johnson and backers
and the rest was
advantage of it.
had real money,
eafy."
here which is the most sensational
since the arrest of Millionaire George
H. Bixby. --Apes. Dogs,Ponies,Monkeys &j In a pitiful condition this girl, for
Work for the New Mexican. It is HonsES. Every Animal An Actor
THE ONLY REAL WILD ANIMAL CIRCUS ON EARTH
jail. Robert Burton, joint proprietor
of an automobile tire company was
arrested in connection with the case
and both men were charged with rape.'
A warrant was issued for Dr. Royal
Crist, charging him with performing a
criminal operation upon the Mason
girl.
Miss Mason dropped from sight Aug!
5. Her mother reported it to the po-
lice and advanced the theory that the
girl had been taken to Coalinga, Cal.
j fcorking for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
merly a motion picture actress, ran
into the police station recently and
told a terrible story of Just having es-
caped from the office of Henry W.
Haskamp, 34, said to be the son of
a millionaire Canadian lumber baron,
where she had been held a prisoner
for two weeks.
2 PERFORMANCES, DOORS OPEN i:W RMgESo&B&S
MB' DIG niEESiraET BUIADE IOaSFor quick results,
i little "WANT." AMiss Elsie Janis, Photographed on the Sands at Narragansett Pier.
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MRS. W. LINDHARDTifPERSONALS
ADOLF SELI6MAN DRY GOODS GO.UNITED STATES BANK 8 TRUST GO. 125 Palace Ave
HERE ARE THE 57
VARIETIES OF
DANCES
Will be back from Chic ago IX TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS: XX Telephone the Postal Tele- - X
graph company If you do not get X
your paper and one will be de- -
livered to you at ones.
ion August 26th with a
large line of FALL HATS.L. SPECIAL SHOWING
.
Does a General Banking Business.
JllllllilUIIMMHIMIMMIIIlHIMIIItllllMIIIIMllMMIIItltllllMIHlHIIHIIIilMIIHMlMllilltilMiiiMMIIIilb
$ Your Patronage Solicited I The very best styles shown in!the East will be among her selec-- jTHE BASIS OF MANY OF THEM IS tions, and all the new features
THE GRACEFUL FRENCH " ONE jtZ AUTUMN SUITS
AND COATS
FOR LADIES.
?1illlllMMIMMMIIiHMIIIIIIH",IMIIIMIMM,M,ll"llllimilMIIIIMMIIMIIIIIIIIIIMliir
N. B. LAIIGHLIN, President. JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAJHY, t.
Dr. A. E. Hlack of Mountninair, i
epentliiiK a few days in Santa Fe.
N. A. Hardeman, the well known St.
Louis salesman, Is at the Montezuma.
State Senator Thomas 1). Burns is
ihere from Tierra Amari'la, Rio Arriba
STEP WHICH DOES NOT COME
rnnn n Tiir nnier it mir rnnniKUm I lit liUHdl, DUI fRUItl tion of the arms being the origin of PHONE 180.210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
" PW DtDTC ' illlH name. My advice is do not exag- -UHI rnlLL. crnle. for it' von do von will merit thelllllllllllli;HIMMfi criticism which is raised against so
county.
Harry Cronenberg, bailiff of the su-
preme court, Is spending the day !u
Albuquerque.
State Senator William 3d. McCoy, of
Mountiiinair, Torrance county, is at
INSURE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.FOR SALE AVOID EXAGGERATIONS
IS TEACHER'S ADVICE
BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
FOR SALE
the Montezuma hotel.
1). Robinson, of Estancia, who is
thti deputy sheriff or Torrance county
jwas in the city today on business.
J. M. C. Chaves of Abiquiu, weli
known here, was in the city yestei-- I
day enroute east on a business trip.
.Tames Marc, of London, England,
We Have a Purchaser for a
TliREF. TO FIVF-ACR- E TRACT OF LAND
On South Side of City. Have you such a tract, im-
proved or unimproved, at a Reasonable Price?
If so, and you will give us price, without discounting the
future, we can make a sale.
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10 days
Eight-roo- Bungalow, Completely furnished.
Best of location. $60.00 per month.FOR RENT
Aland Rudolf Blolim, of Hamburg, Or-- :Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
57 FREAK DANCES.
Long Boston
Fish Walk
Grizzly Bear
Bunny Hug
Honey Bug
Turkey Trot
Spanish Tango
Texas Tommy
Banana Slide
Porcupine Roll
Buzzard Lope
Angleworm Wiggle
Chicken Reel
Dervish Dip
many of the modern dances."
j And the Crab Crawl.
'
.lust at this part of the interview.
the society editor of the leading paper
j in Atlantic City entered the room.
"Have you seen the crab crawl?" she
asked. "1 have learned it and think it
splendid."
This was no catch question such
' as have you seen the horse fly, and to
prove it ,this society editor danced it..
Here is the recipe: (man's part).
Stop at side with left,
j Cross back right.
Step at side with left,
j Dip direct front riuht.
Then Boston four bars.
Step at side with lert.
Dip direct back right.
Repeat twice.
Then Boston. '
It looks easy this crab crawl but
try it!
"This dance lias made a great hit in ;
Atlantic City," said the (society editor,
"But it takes some practice, for crawl- -
ing in this case is much more difficult
many, are night seers registered at the
De Vargas hotel.
,T. C. McConvery, of Palace avenue
'started work today on a new honif',O. C. WATSON & CO. JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
m rrsEATESTito be built on the second terrace o.'iihis Palace avenue property.
Miss Edith Marnion, stenographer HIHIL. .BHggBggaBBWMBMBIUU-
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico- -
Ijthe office of the attorney general, hasT returned from a two weeks'. vaeatior
spent with her parents at Iaguna.
O. U Owen, member of the corpora-
tion commission, returned last night
from a trip which included visits tc
Deming, Silver City and Las Vegas.
WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFINO
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-gra- de
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
h n HI I I 1 1 1 1 HI 1 1 n I
Aerial Dance
Spotted Sock Scholtische
' Boston Trot
'
Hop o'my toes
Tassle Tango
j Lun-Auti- c
j Horse Trot
Whirligig
Seasick Dip
Brnest Taschek left lust evening on
horseback for a vacation trip din-in- than walking."
L. A. HUGHES,
President.
C. L. POLLAKD,
Secretary.
R. J. CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer.
'INFANTRY TEAM LEADS : jeweler, san francisco street.
which lie will visit Taos and othei
points of interest in northern Xe.v
Mexico.
Boyd Winter, who was operated on
the first of the week for appendicitis
jis reported as doing nicely. He had IN RIFLE MATCH
expected to leave for Pittsburg 1,1
Iday, until taken ill.
j Rev. H, '.. McCtiJlough and Mr. and!
'Mrs. CM. left today for Bud
man. intending to go from there to the j
;Frijolen on foot. They expect ic
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable R-
estocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE POMES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
NATIONAL TEAM MATCH SHOT TODAY - IN-
FANTRY CAVALRY AND MARINE CORPS
AMONG LEADERS-W- EST VIRGINIA
FIRST AMONG NATIONAL GUARDSMEN.
Camp Perry, Ohio, Aug. "S. At the
end of the surprise lire, the first stage
Kurythmy
Sliindigger
Galloping Three Step
Chicken Scratch
One Step (French!
One Step (American )
Hesitation Hop
Apache Dance
Salome (ilide
Donkey Ding
Casket Glide
Dramatic Drag
Backyard Bounce
Screen Scoot
Cutback Cuddle
Pay Day Prance
Location Limp
Ten Foot Trot
Silent Slide
Camara Cavort
Foreground Frolic
Hospital Hop
Switchback Livery
Crab Crawl
Paresis Slide
jspend several days at the canyon.
Division Kngineer Balcom, of the
Denver and Rio Grande, was in the
icity yesterday discussing the feasibil-
ity of running; excursion trains to Buek- -
man, in order to take tourists and
Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
AGENTS FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
gQYour Business Solicited. VI
or the national team mutch today, the
' fellow ing team led:
j t'niti'd States infantry, first score,
:,.;7.
l United Slates cavalry, second score,
jr.r.i. ;
West Virginia, third score, 514.
V. S. Marines, fourth scorce, 541.
scvientlsts to the cliff dwellings.
Mrs. Em 1.1 Uhlfelder, wife of the pro-
prietor of the "White House." has re
turned from an extensive buying trip
in the eastern markets. Samples 01
the new fall stock are already arriv-
ing, and are said to be the finest ever
brought to Santa Fe.
Mrs. M. Davidson and daughter.
Miss Alda, of Girard. Kan., leave to-
night, for their home after a three
weeks- - visit with Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
DeArey. They were delighted with
Santa Fe and its climate. Mr. DeArcy
will accompany them to Lamy.
The Rev. F. W. Pratt, formerly min-
ister ill charge of the Church of the
Holy Faith, is here from Carlsbad,
shaking hands with his many friends.
Mr. Pratt is in good health and is well
pleased with Carlsbad, though he is
glad to see old Santa Ke again.
NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.Foot of Montezuma Ave.Phone 100 and 35 W.
Washington and Iowa tied for fifth
score, 54(1,
Three stages of the national team j
match, the most important of the na-
tional matches, were concluded today.
These were the surprise fire, the six
hundred yard slow fire, and the 1000
yards.
At the end of the t;ou yard stage,
slow lire, the following led:
United Slates Infantry, first, with
n::- -.
United States cavalry, second, with
1114.
United States marines, third, with
mo. j
West Virginia, fourth, with 1095.
Sappho Glide
Ace of Diamonds
Kitchen Sink
Mucilage Rag
Santa Fe Saunter
Castle Walk,
Lame. Duck
Peacock Glide
' No. 57 Dimpling Dip.
There you have the "menagerie of
the dance fantastique" and yet there
57 varieties fail to cover the entire
field of "ragging."
Of these dances, If may he truly said
that "some are good and some are
bad some are slow and some are
mad."
Critics of the rag, however, may be
puzzled to answer questions about
these freak dances unless they have
danced them.
There's a clever teacher of dances-anc- ient
and modern at Atlantic City.
Her name is Mrs. Nan B. Ohameiss
uy For ash ! BUTTE CENTRAL COPPER
ICO. THROWN INTO BANKRUPTCY.And we will show you how much you can save. Espe-
cially should you do this with your Washington and Wisconsin tied forfifth, with 1004.
At this point in the match the
marine team had moved from fourth
to third place and the West VirginiaFlour
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineer-
ing, Electrica Engineering and Mechanica' Engi-
neering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are I-
llustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost
etc.
For full Information, or catalogue, address
THE REGISTRAR
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.
Hay, Grain
Boston, Mass., Aug. 28. The Butte
Central Copper company, a Delaware
corporation, with property at Butte,
Montana, was petitioned into bank-
ruptcy by creditors today.
The petitioners allege that the com-
pany acknowledged Its Inability to
I
GuaranteedGive us a trial and let us show you. team had dropped from third tofourth.
The Mussachuetts team, which hungmeet its claim, when on July 10, it
made three residents of Butte pre-mu- she lias conducted her classes at ' li:rL rif flip mirlilhi nf flit. r!inl.-- t
the famous Steel Pier the dancers
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
MO'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.
first, moved up to ninth place at the
end of the six hundred yard stage.
ferred creditors and turned over to
them certain properties in that city.
No financial statement was filed.
5CHICHESTER S PILLS
IIRANIk V
Iudk'I Arthyour IPrngirlntfof vvIMiininitd TlrnnilYIMII in K4 and Void mtuluAV
boxes, fiealcl with Blue RiblH.n. VTftbn an nlhcr. Iltiv tf vnn V
paradise.
When asked ahout these dances re-
cently by a representative of the Santa
Fe New Mexican. Mrs. Ohnnieiss said:
"1 do not recommend all of these
dances to my pupils but the main
question to bother fond parents solici-
tous for their children is not so much
the dances they will meet as the
dancers!
"Without doubt the 'rag' dances
have been enormously popular in what
are known as society circles. This is
not because the dance itself is so
lrtij?ct(. Am fr l!. l!i:s.TFB S
sjBlll . I THE AMERICAN (j
yrarr, (is Urst, Safest. Always Ketiaf It
" V if
aHENRY KRICKe
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J - Santa Fe, New Met. H. S. KAUNE 8 CO.
Where Quality taverns the Price
and Price the Quality
tempting but because the music syn-
copated music is a thriller and one
feels inclined to 'one step' the instant
the ear catches the lively tune.
"And what is this one step?" was
asked.
"It is called the 'French' one step,
HELLO
YES, THIS IS
THE
PURE FOOD
GROCERY
Phone 262.
p uiirn CURSORS ishe replied.DUIII men l
CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
"The man's part is as follows:
"Walk backwards 4 steps, starting
with left foot. .
"Turn half circle, counting 4.
"Walk forward 4 steps.
"Turn half circle (counting 4.)
Take two slide steps, beginning with
left foot.
"Repeat all."
"Now in doing this one step, It is es-
sential for the sake of grace to make
the steps in a springy style springing
from the ankle and not elbows! Abso-
lutely no walking, do you understand?
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
TAKF ADVANTAGE OF THE LOW RATES NOW
Pickling
Reason
Is Now Here
The Secret
v of Good
IF.YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g power of first-cla- ss
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
10091 efficient, you would specify
NO MADAM We do not give
premiums with our Coffee. You
canlt make good Coffee out of
poor Beans. You can't expect to
make good coffee out of the
kinds that are half Premium, for
remember, you can't iut. the
Premium in the Cup --Have a
Cup of our Coffee.
San
Francisco
Los Angeles or
San Diego, And then there is another point to beconsidered and that Is the drawing of
the right foot over the floor in the two
slide steps. There must be no scrap-
ing of the floor merely caressing.
"The length of the step may be
about the length of the gentleman's
$50.55 $40.55
On Sale Auf. 22, U, 24, 25, 21, 27, 28, 29. Return Limit, Oct. 22
SUMMER TOURIST RATES-EA- ST
ON SALE DAILY
Pickles is
in the
Vinegar
foot and of course every step must be
taken In time. As regards position,
the gentleman's left arm assumes the
'pretzel' grip or the usual waltz post
tion may be taken."
HAVE PURE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR Mrs. Ohnmeiss gave an exhibition of
(Fac-Simi- Water-Mark- )
The De Luxe Business Paper
Gold Band Line .... 4ftc 35c 30c
Bonnette 40
Old Fort Mocha & Java 40c
White House 40c
Barrington Hall 40c
Liptons Yellow Label 40c
Good value the best of the
cheaper coffees 25c
Our bulk coffees the same
grade you pay 40c for in
cans 3uc
Modern Grocery Co.
"TheQualityShop"
"PMONIT"
Chicago .
St. Paul .
Denver. .
New York
$51.85 St Louis . . $47.35
$51.85 ' Minneapolis $51.85$21.10 Pueblo . . $16.35
$78.85 Col. Springs $18.15
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
MALT AND HEINZ SPICED
SALAD VINEGAR.
p. number of the modern dances. It
was a graceful exhibit, too, and refin-
ed.
Turkey Trot, Etc.
"I have often been asked is there
any difference between the One Step
and the Turkey Trot," she continued.
"There is. The Turkey Trot is an ex
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character' impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. - Let us show you samples. )
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGEN-- fc
Santa Ft, N. M. ,
aggerated and not very refined form
of the one step. Motion of the body
goes with the transfer of weight. The
Return Limit, October Jlst,
For particulars regarding above, rates and rates to
, many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ Agt , SANTA FE, N. M.
H. 5. KAUNE & CO,
Grizzly Bear is the same as the Turkey-Trot- ,
except that the dancer 'picks' his
feet oft the .floor raising them
The Bunny Hug is the exag 5Where Prices ar BFar Saf Qualitv. uvlgerated form of the one step, the posl-- . kmruton nnixnnnnnniuvuwin
i r
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"TO GET AHEAD"
IN THE WORLD
Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year, by mall 15.00 Daily, per quartar, by mall 11.25
Daily, tlx months, by mall 12.50 Dally, per quartar, by oarrler 11.50
Weekly, per year 11.00 Weekly, six months ,50 best accommodations and best location for fishing.
Booklet Free on Request --H?
ls the desire of every man, and In these days of every woman, and
'getting ahead" in the beginning is greatly facilitated by getting aBANK ACCOUNT.
To possess such an account is to bear the stamp of financial worth,
and this bank will take pleasure In rendering all possible assistanceto any one desiring to make the start.
Call upon us for any service pertaining to our business and we shallbe glad to serve you to the best of our ability.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $242,000.00.
A
THE VALLEY RANCH, VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.itt All of Today's News Today"
NOW HE KNOWS. large sum of money to advertise these
very things and endeavor to bring
people out here to see for themselves.
That Is the very thing "that has made
California. It, is the thing that is
to make New Mexico. Secretary Dan-
iels said in his visit to Denver the
will do his soul good. This is rightIn line with good work that Sunday
schools are organizel to do. Aztec
Index.
Grows Poetic.
Last Tuesday night a beautiful rain-"bo-
appeared in the west at 8:50 p.
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
other day, that we ought to move the It was perfectly formed and wascaniti)! if tlio nuHnn t, l)n.,.. l.. tun '
summer time, and yet Mr. Daniels has j !''!?f,en,'y a ree;tin of the moon- -
not seen the finest summer climate . """""-u- siting rrom theJunius in me west. This Is the see
ond one of these that have appeared
THE NEXT LINE-U- P.
Politics present some queer angles and it takes a prophet of more than
ordinary skill and insight into the future to tell what is going to happen next
in the political game.
Had anyone been askedtwo years ago who would lie the next press'-den- t
of the I'nited States, that man who predicted that it would be Woodrow
Witer.n would have been adjudged a fit subject for the insane adytum.
in the, world, for he has not been to
Santa fe. We've got to show them.
The Old And The New.
The supreme court of the state of The Montezuma Hotel
to the people of Clayton this year.
Many of the oldest people living here jhave said that never before the first
one appeared, had they seen such a
sight at night. Clayton Citizen.
Xew York has settled one thing and
that is that old fashioned husbands are
O. K.Algy What is there in me that
your father sees to object to?
Gertie He doesn't see anything In
you. That's why he objects to you.
Coming from as high an authority
as that I guess those who don't like
They Tell Tales. j
Some complant has been entered to
us about a certain young fellow leav-- 1
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Larfe Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Frorpietor.
us, will have to go back and sit down.
A woman sued for divorce and the
case went up to the highest court in
The predictions for the next campaign are very interesting reading, bt:t
they are only speculation, after aU.
One Uilng seems to be established, however, and that is that the line-u- p
will not include the Progressives and the old-lin- Republican!! in one com-
bination fighting against their ancient enemy.
The Progressive party does not seem, at the present time at least, to :.c
looking toward any alliance with the Republicans. The situation in Perm
syivania is attracting a great deal of attention just now and the fight i.
clearly defined with tile advantage all on the side of the young party. The
accessions from the Republicans are enough to make many an anxious hour
for those who in former days have looked with the utmost complacency o,i
the situation in the old rock-ribbe- state where the astute leaders of e
days bad so complete and unyielding a hold.
Today, they are fighting a desperate battle for supremacy and the odds
AS THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT
ing his horse tied to the fence in front
or the home of a certain young ladyin town, thus obstructing the side-
walk last Friday night. his greatlyInconvenienced three other youngIndies who were out taking a walk in
the moonlight for their beauty, so we
understand. We suggest that the cul
prit do better hereafter, which we
think he will. Horses tell entirely too
many tales to those of our friends
who are inclined to be curious, though
at times the tales told are hardly what
the, curious were looking for. Karm- -
the state for final adjudication.
Among the things charged in the coni-- j
plaint was that the offender had such
old fashioned ideas.
He did not give to her his undivided
attention regardless of business or
anything else and the mean thing fail-- j
ed to provide her with money suf-- j
; ficient to furnish her with the slit
gown and those other little luxuries
to which the woman of the present
'
day is entitled. She said he was so
The Human Side.
Another human story has come on
of the court room. This time it is in
Chicago.
ANNOUNCEMENT! INSURANCE
A little fellow was brought into
court, a vagrant, a waif out on the
big sea, without decent clothes and!
without money, of course, and hungry ingtou Enterprise,land homeless. He had run away from thoughtless of her comfort that, he
jl ome, but that, was not of necessity j actually expected his wife to be a
are all against them.
In Oklahoma the Progressives have just held a meeting and have definit?
ly decided against fusion with the old party and will fight the coming ronllic
along the lines laid down a year ago.
Overtures are being constantly made by the oldiliners, but up to the
present time there have been no results. One trouble is that the arguments
nuide by those seeking the are not along the lines that appe-i- l
to the, younger party. It is not simply to defeat the Democratic party that
the Progressives are fighting, as is the case with the Republicans, tut the
aim is higher than that.
This fight is for belter conditions and for a fair chance on the side of
the people of the country to get at least a recognition from those in power
and have a word in the conduct of their own affairs.
AU the present Indications are for a decided change in political alliances
in the next few years.
NEWS ITEMS FROM
ALAMOGORDO
ugaiiiHL nun, lor wnai ne caueu nomo housewife, a mother and a helpmate
might not have given him anything-- and not be too extravagant with thebetter than he getting in his tiffwas household money. Then, too he had
misery and want. At he'rate;cf any n wom 01lt notions t, t h' ,
Wit U ) tllt ln no crn n n'Hlmnf iL.n
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANV PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Has Eitgajred at a Great Expense,
MARCUS CATTON,
Son of the Famous
"BILLY" CATTON,
who will manage his billiard par-
lors and instruct titose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
......
.,, ,,... ,,. t(, mu.e m)re tl)an one babyto go or a place to eat or a place to1'
sleep. He told his story to the judge! the case came up and both
and the official thought he saw some- - s,d?s wpre laid before the court, it
Alamogordo,' N M, Aug. 28. A pub-lic meeting of citizens was held herelst night at the New Klamo theatre,to make arrangements for the enter-
tainment of A. 1,. Westgard and party,
expected to reach here Wednesday
night or some time Thursday. The
thing in the boy and as he was from was seell according to the husband's you the protection that voutestimoney that in four years thisDetroit, it occurred to the court thntj need, and when you do use inlie might find the heart of the child surance get the best, as it i
the cheapest, andcommittee appointed to make the ar
new fashioned woman had cost the
old. fashioned husband, in her shopping
trips, $11,000 more than his income.
The judge looked the matter over
and then gave his decision that the
WILSON STILL RIGHT.
While the message of President Wilson has not added anything to what
was already well understood by the people generally', it has added to Hie
strength which he already had with the American citizenship.
That this government, lias not contemplated the recognition of the Huerts
by asking him a few questions on the
topic which interests nine-tenth- s of
the kids of America, base ball. So
the judge asked about the Detroit team
to the pastime.rangements for the entertainment is
composed of Robt. X. Woodworth, A.J Buck and L. R. Hughes. Everv
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
and the eyes of the little chap bright- - poor old fashioned husband would EVERVONE WELCOME!
have to stand the thing a while longer courtey possible will be shown thegovernment, ai leasi since Vinson came into (mice, nas ueen preiiy wei' jened, the fear in his eves vanishedestablished, and this part of the message occasions no surprise. That w? i,e na(j ,UP a f.ien(i with whom he and told the lady that she would have ai8uguished visitors while theyare to maintain a position of neutrality is settled and that this position will !could talk about the great question of! III
m
Office United States Bank Building(FIRST t'LOOK)
who has purchased the Insur
to go back and live with her husband
and try and do her share in the run- -meei wiui annusi unamiiiuuH appruvai, is mine wen uuuersiuim. the dav the bir league race The
WHWOTIW
La Salle Hotel !
mam in Otero county. They will beinvited to make the side trip to Cloud-crof- t
over the wonderful scenic road
through Box canon, and on their de- -
The chance was fairly given to the distressed and war-tor- n country tolboy I TyKuew an auoui i.oim ana sam ninB of thfl i1(1Hel,nl.1 mrthave the friendship of the I'nited States and of the countries of the woilS. j Crawford imd Veach and the new man ' in their munu ance business of the L. A.Harvey Agency. Strong lines.parture will be attended hv an esem-- tBaumann, and Donie Bush, and the; . .man who had been making a name! 11 18 100 ud that these things haveThis was very decidedly and speedily refused by the present government,and there is nothing more for this nation to do, as the president distinctly
says, but remain silent and await results. goodcompanies,goed protectionfor himself in the Detroit box. voting u 8tl 80 oat"y mlxu(1 "P ana that new
I CHARLEYjGANN, Prop'rThis position is approved by the other nations of the world and Mexico is j Dauss. He knew the batting average j fHBn,oned Peou,( cannot get hitchedleft tu work out her own problem alone. There will he from now on no helojof all of them and just where Ty ur together and the old fashioned
and no interference on the part of anv other countries until conditions stood in relation to Jackson and the ones 80 that there can be more of
of local cars.
Considerable damage was done yes-
terday afternoon by a terrific rain
storm, almost amounting to a cloud-
burst, which swept over the upper end
of the valley. The rain began about
4 miles north of Alamogordo and ex--
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
a European Plan.
1 Meals At All Hours.
I Elegant Rooms in Connec-- m
tion. Steam Heat,
change, and these may change in the near future when the elections are jchances of catching and passing him comnitmity of interest and more of
held. in the batting average. The judge did harmony, instead of the new fashioned
The message of the president will have a tendency to settle matters injwllat a lot of JfdKes ought to do. he condition with a less number of cliil-llti- s
country ami in Mexico until after the. election at least as there is no ;favo t1le ,,0-- a chance. Ho saw that dreu and more of bankruptcy,
question now as to the attitude of the Tinted States, nor that of the other!1! waa not viciousness that put this Matters in this world are surely in
nations of the world in relation to the affairs of this distressed and unfor- - !li,,le cnan where he was and felt that! a bad tangle.
Electric Lights and Baths.
ie,iueu norm ror 5 or 6 miles, and east
into the Sacramento mountains. It is
reported that a mile of the county
road is badly washed out between a
and La Luz. Assistant Manager
Watt, of the Alamogordo Irnnrnve- -
tunate land. ia boy who was interested in clean:
sport and enjoys It had something i.i -- ..
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival t
the north bound train and arrives al
Taoa at 7 p. m.
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY. f
241 San Francisco Street. If
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, ghim, and all he needed was a boost HI'IUIIO I flC LUI 1 UKO.
in the right direction and a little help,
President Wilson lias done all he can and all that he should be requiren
to do even by the most excitable jingoist in the country. He has offered
assistance and it has been rejected. He cannot force his good offices upon
a country which has distinctly refused to accent them.
ment company, says that an awfulso he acquitted him and got him a Soon Now. flood came down i,a Luz canon, bnrilvjob. I Before long the boys and girls will damaging the company's ditch and
than sending him be wearing that "pleased smile." for canon structures. The track of the VIThat was better
Strict neutrality means no help of any kind and no shipment of arms
into Mexico for the possible advantage of either side. It means a fight tc
the death or a peaceable settlement of the internal troubles.
l.Vt, til luoct o Hum tha Atcvifii ultiiifIrM ti'ill Kuionln ot.,!., r.... .,(
to jai,l, don't you think? If more of
our judges would look at the human
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and goon
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teamfurnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudt(tatlon.
school will be on. Roswell Record. Paso & Southwestern was washed out
The Reason, above. Kerney switch, about 7 miles
One reason why the printers don't north of Alamogordo, completely tyingi,u'm. n), .hr'rt 'i siae and sive a lift rather than a shov?.w ,m,t f ulr,f a,i, ti,ut iit BH,,,, i h iQ (downward we wotitd find more of the
ihoys getting forward rather than back- -
of any American citizens.
0 e
striKe, is tnat tliey are too hungry. up all passenger traffic for nearly 7
They haven't time to think about such j hours. Ninety-od- d passengers, enIv.ard.
......... uuuuil-h- . vjiinaiTon iews. ivuic i.iuui .,iouucroiL 10 c.1 xaso wereALONE WITH NATURE. It is the human view that helps.
When last heard from, that Boston artist who had engaged to live for two Things They Have Not Seen,
months in the primitive Maine woods as unaided by civilization as were the Those people who have never been
first savages had completed successfully the first quarter of his experi- - j in the west and who see the paintings
ment. iof the western scenery and particu- -
JOHN W. MAYES
A Personal Question.
What shall be done with our
is fast becoming a mo-
mentous personal questioti to Mr.
iluerta, of Mexico. Fort Sumner Re
marooned in Alamogordo until 10:15
last night waiting for the train to EI
Paso.
Tom. O'Reilly announces a social
dance which will be given at the old
THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
Ueginning absolutely naked, he had learned to encase his legs with a !';n''' the sunsets which we have here'
matting of woven rushes to protect them from nettles, thistles and thorns; !rre inclined to laugh and say, "there j
he had impounded a number of luscious trout In a small, shallow pool, whence jain't no such sunsets." The colorsi
he could take them as his need impelled; he had managed ny friction to ,ook too vivid and it seems to them
Beavers' hall immediately after the
closing of the Lodge at Cloudcroft.
The orchestra which has been playing
view.
To Their Credit.
Recently a band leader in Pennsyl-
vania played ragtime and classical
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
kindle a fire, and built a lean-t- dry enough to shelter his couch of mos--tha- t it would be Impossible to put
here musio thirty hours at a stretch on thesuch tints In the sky or anyw
at the Lodge this season will furnish
the music. One of the annual events
of Alamogordo is the dance given
when the orchestra passes through
piano. it is mucn to tne credit of the
neighborhood as a g locality
and closely woven enough to keep out the chill night winds, and was on his
way to trap animals for food and furs, while according to his testimony, writ-
ten with charcoal on birch bark tablets, he had suffered no injury to his
health or strength and after the first day or two felt no serious
else than on canvass, as the result
of the overheated imagination of some
enthusiastic painter who is endeavor-
ing to do something out of the
en route from Cloudcroft. Thfi custom
was Inaugurated several years ago.
Miss Jane Sensintaffar left last
night for El Paso, where she will
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate aiass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
, City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc
Surety Bonds
Thus far, tine; and as the test is to last only during the gracious miiinier
that no reports have come to hand of
his lynching. Hillsboro Free Press.
Publicity Good.
Denver business men. believe in the
potency of intelligent publicity. Theyhave arranged to spend $500 to ad-
vertise Colorado's climate and re- -
time, beyond the season of the most troublesome mosquitoes and black flies
Best in the world. It has
S4 characters with a single
shift, tight action and un-
limited speed; Interchange-
able carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and col-
umn stops. Absolute visi-
bility and handiness of ma-
nipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
Ask for Catalogue or Agants Terms
spend several weeks visiting friends.
Tst evening I sat on the porch o
the Elks club and watched the sun go
down. If any artist could get the col- -
he may emerge with his promise kept and with a feat, to his credit as daring
as it is unprecedented.
Rut still the question remains is civilized man. soft with modern re- - iors that were put in that sky he would FORCES FAMILYiuta rumbe far ahead of any painter who 80urces 10 the world. Where you have i iiw i w vuw oncuever wielded the brush and would give a g00(i thing let the people know it.
to the world a painting that would PeP'e who read and think are buyers
live always and stand with the workThey nov what they want and they
of the greatest masters. have the money to pay for it. Ros- -
THE SANTA FE TYPEKSiTER EXCHANGE
linements, the equal for animal efficiency of the cave man when thrust bare
in the heart of a wilderness, away from all. the helps which civilization lias
brought with it as his heritage? if the test were not the self imposed fancy
of a summer vacation, but the stern one of a permanent necessity, would the
modem iik-c- it as adequately as did the ancient, or would he weaken and
fall?
Artist Knowles may think that he is supplying a convincing answer
to this query, an answer in the affirmative; but do you agree with him?
Saginaw, Mich., Aug. 28. Andrew
Kukroka, who came to Signaw from
the northeastern part of Austria
Distributors for New Mexico,Santa fe. n m.The vpllnw Hnw that- la coon no. we'l News,
where in the world as it is seen here, Any More?If there is any known brand of Doll- -
Hungary six years ago, is serving 90
days for and becouse ofand the dusty pink that hung over tics which has not been brought tothe mountains just revealing their out his arrest it is possible that he and GRAND! ARMY OFWhen Mrs. Pankhurst gets to America, if she comes over here, and
Of All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE NEW MEXICO
lines and yet leaving them distinct, I our attention within the past fort his wife and their three children may
11 ten unman gets aner ner wun nis pncnrorK, wnicn ne has recently resur le deported. THE REPUBLICnight, we would like to have it ex-hibited instanter. There may be one
end it is that one we wnnt tn bnnn- -
Mrs. Kukroka and the children
whose ages range from eight to IS,
with the bine that, is never quite
touched by any artist who has yet
lived, all blended with a marvelous
beauty which can only be revealed in
an atmosphere such as is found in the
west with its dryness and its incom
about. When familiar with it we will calne here last April. Soon after their ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT,
consider our political education com- - arnval Kukroka ejected them from
rected, there are going to be some spectacular doings somewhere when thev
meet.
0
Those Kansas farmers showed good sense in buying their automobiles
when the buying was good, as there does not seem to be much of a prospect
of their buying any during the next few seasons.
0
There are said to be 6.ri.onn,000 pounds of butter in the cold storage
warehouses of the country. It is making the outlook a little chilly for the
their home and they were then forcedplete, and consider ourselves entitled CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,parable clearness.
I find, too, that those who go east
to live tn an erstwhile cow shed in
Buena Vista. Kukroka then made an
attempt to take the monev which they
Sept. 15-2- 0, 1913.
To Chatanooga and Return
at rate of
after a residence in the beautiful west,
miss the wide stretches and the match
to a sheepskin. Clayton News.
The Real Work.
Two boys of this city, whose fami-
lies are well thought of, and who send
these boys to Sunday school, were
seen robbing Grandpa Wattles' peach
earned weeding sugar beets and his
wife reported it to the sheriff.consumer as well as cold for the butter.o less mountain scenery. These are
among the things which our eastern Assistant Prosecuting Attornev VinIt has pm mends know nothing of until thevOne thing that this latest escapade of Harry Thaw's has done,more of the Thaw millions in circulation. cent has reported the whole affair to
Harsch s coyote Springs 1
Mineral Water
TRY A DOZEN AND YOU I
WILL ORDER MORE I j
It ia Right,
Muff Said,
Handled by :
HENRY KRICK, i
Santa Fe, N. M. Phone 35 J.
see them for themselves. They hear'orchard last Fri(iay or Saturday in Immigration Agent Prick in Detroit Dates of Sale, Sept. I Oth to 18th
Return Limit, by extension.
about them from the lips of those
who have seen and who know, but
they cannot understand until their
with the purpose of having the famitv
deported. Mr. Frick wilt be here to
take action. October 17th, 1913.
moau aay ugiu. we will not publish
the names of these boys, but might
suggest that each Sunday school su
perintendent give each? boy in his
school an opportunity next Sabbath
to make an honest confession that
It looks as if the only thing left for Harry Thaw, if he really wants to
make a getaway, is to take to the airship.
n
The Lind taciturnity is in strong and pleasing contrast to the Wilson
volubility.
own eyes behold these beauties, f
saw in one of the papers the other H. S. LUTZ. Agent,Ada alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try It.day that Colorado is to spend a very Santa Fe, . . New Mexico.
ViieaT aaiiieeeeee a if see Meat
A
PA36 SEVENSANTA FE NEW MEXICANTHURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 1913.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIESn..,.,..,HiMiiniHiiiHiiHiniiiiiiiimiiiimminHHHiiiiMHiiiiimnmHHiiii;n5 wMlMMMll MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
tory to going out on the road, anions
oilier tilings putting iu the wagon a
25-2- rifle, which Mr. Pudilla had pur-
chased the evening before for the pur-
pose of shooting coyotes while, out. on
the road: the gun had never been
fired. Before putting the gun in the
wagon, Mr. Pad ilia put three cartrid-
ges in the magazine of the gun, bu
did not put a cartridge in the gun.
While the two men were busy gelling
FOlt UK NT 3 furnished rooms.
Apply 2 Hi (Irani Ave.Regular communl-catio-firt Monday
of each mouth at
Masonic HaJl at
fk..a w ,1- - fUTOMAN'S delicate system requiresUGH 1 JLlOOfi, TY more than ordinary care and at--
9Jm tention more care and attention thanfJQ JJCIOrC it is given by the average woman.
nPlVMA Neglect it and ills soon creep in, andJL fjlir M the look of old ape, sometimes quickly,PP sometimes gradually follows.
among women, brings with it the sunken ehesttheThat backache, bo common
headache, tired muscles. crow'B-fee- t, and soon t he youthful body is no more youth-
ful in appearance and all because of lack of attention.
is should be so unfortunate, when you have at yournodisJsal a remedy stch as hi. Pierce's Favorite Prescription-recommen- dedforever 40 year, as a remedy for ailments peculiar to women. We have thou-
sand, upon thousand. .of testiniHls on fll.-t- he --
.a-,
It Always Helps
says Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., in
writing of her experience with Cardui, the woman's
tonic. She says further: "Before I began to use
Cardui, my back and head would hurt so bad, I
thought the pain would kill me. 1 was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After faking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and now, I do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
I wish every suffering woman would give
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
Ll.VXEY. Secretary.
For Rent Six room house, furnish-
ed or unlurnislK'il. Apply to David H.
I.owitzki.
1"() SALIC- - Two young ponies for
either riding or diiiii. Phone Kranb
Mctiride, Main On.
CHAS. E.
Santa. Fe Chapter No
Dr. Pierced
1, R. A. M. Kegulai - -
convocation Hecond Department of ihe Interior, United
Monday of each month
' States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
at Masonic Hall at July US, lltia.
accumulation oi w yw v..
Weness. Neither narcotic nor alcohol are to be
found in thta famous prescription. Regulates
irreeularities. Correct, displacements. Overcomes
r..inVl rarioda. Tones up norves. Brinifs about
their outfit together, young Klfego.
unnoticed by anyone, climbed into t li 3
wagon, picked up the gun, worked thei
lever, and pulled the trigger. The
boy did not realize that he had load- -
ed Hie gun, nor did he take aim at any- -
tiling. boy-lik- he pulled the trigger
to hear Ihe gun snap. The unfortun- -
ate Mrs. Franklin, who was Bittiir;:
some twenty-fiv- e feet away and di-- l
rectly in line of the shot, received thei
bullet iu the right side of the face.
perfect health. Sold by dealers in medicines.ahlft form 7:::o p. m. Republication.
Notice is hereby Riven that the
Favorite
Prescription
J. A. MASSIB.
Iarthuk SELKJMAN, h. P. is
iu imuiu
Dr. Pierce' a Medical Adviser, newly n
vied edition. answer ftotts
ofdelicate attention about which every
woman,ainale or married ought to know.
fate of New Mexico, unuer ana vy
Secretary.
5lIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilil!llll!llll2!lIllllllinKl!l!llll!IlllIllllllllllill!l!llllllllll!li; Santa Ke Cotninarif.ery
. No. 1, K. T. Regular
just, below the cheek bone; the bullet
ranged down, coming out on the left
Iside of the neck. The bullet, in its
course, severed the preumogastric
nerve, the common carol ic artery, and,
the infernal jugular vein, causing in
(stunt death. So instant, was the death
Uhat Mrs. Franklin did not change her!
NEWS OF THE STATE
conclave fourth Mon-
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:3d
p. ni.
The Woman's Tonic
a trial. I still use Cardui when 1 feel a little bad,
and it always does mc good."
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
tired, worn-o- ut feelings, etc., arc sure signs of woman
ly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic. You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardui
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years.
j WESLEY 0. CONNER, JR E. (J.
jW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
virtue of the Act of Congress approv-
ed June 26th, IDHi, lias made applica-
tion lor Hie following described, un-
appropriated, unreserved and
public lands in the State of
New Mexico:
List No. ill. Serial 017004, Normal
Schools.
N SW Sec. 11, T. 8 N., R. 14
K., N. M. Mer.
List no, Serial 0l76ii:i, Normal
Schools.
N and S SW Sec. 5, Twp.
0 N., H. l;', K., N. M. Mer.
The purpose or illis notice Is lo al-
low all persons claiming the land ad-
versely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objections in such location or
Mm
iposition in the chair after the deadly
missile struck the chair. A coroner's in
quest, was Immediately held, and tin?
'jury found thai deceased came to her
death by the accidental discharge of a)
gun in the hands of Klfego Pudillu.
!The funeral was held Monday after--
jr.oon. The deceased was highly re-- 1
Ispecfed by all who knew her, and her
Sauta Fe Lodge of Per-
fection No. 1, 14th de-
gree. Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets on
Get a Bottle Today!
Small Theft.
The store, of Edward Hart was
broken into Wednesday night, the thief
effecting an entrance at a side door
through the transom by means of i
2x4. He appropriated several small
articles aggregating not a very large
sum. It is to be hoped that he will be
apprehended and brought to justice.
(Jallup Republican.
1 64 WXM 1
tm no Cnj 00 ffr4 iSla the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening In the New
Cathedral. Visiting Scottish Riteuntimely death is regretted. Two
'children, one five years old, and on-- " that'll slick and want to tell
something: I'm a , u THE WEATHERseven months old survive her. Mr. nonL.,,,llin iu ot in,l nutrinnR lirH I.VW1
Masons are cordially invited to attend, Bp(,(.tj(jn wjtn the Register and Re--
C. ABBOTT, 32. 0(,iver of the Tuited States Land
Master, fjce .,( Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to
CHAS. A. W11ERLON. Secy. 'establish their interest therein, or the
''-
--
-
.mineial character thereof.
pathv of all honey-ma- all right; and 1 come bying man and has the symI....... i ki. ,i, i r. r i,iu it naturallv. Mv father was the
loss. HUlsboro Advocate. laziest man in all Pike county, Mis- -
, . souri and he took a pride in the fact. FRANCISCO DI0LC.T)O,
Register.My mother wasn't quite so darn lazy
as he was. for she m eleven young
Roswell Sees "What Is It."
It may not have been an airship
but It looked like one, traveling in a
set course, and looked to be more
than a thousand feet high, but .1. S.
Kirby and Wesley H. .Tones, who saw
the "thing" Sunday will not say that
it was what they saw, fearing that
their friends might josh them too
much. The "thing" came over Ros-
well about 12:15, coming from th?
southeast and took a westerly direc-
tion, at a high rate of speed. Roswell
News.
P. O. E.
Santa Fe MdgeNo
460, B. P. O. E.
hold! its regular
etsion on the sec--
ond and fourth
"TARB" TELLS ABOUT from"Tales of Honey and Tar"
Jos Valdez, charging her with grand
larceny. She was arraigned before
the court Friday evening, found guilt"
of the crime with which she was
charged, placed under a bond of $:!,00i
and bound over to the action of the
grand jury. She was taken to the
county jail Friday night.
When Mrs. Valdez was placed undor
arrest, she denied that she knew anv-thin-
about the money which was mis-
sing, admitting, however that Juan
Cordova had given her five dollars
Thursday night. After being examin-
ed for a long time she stated that pos-
sibly she could find the money if she
would be permitted to make a search
of the house. An officer accompanied
her to the house where she found the
money hidden under one corner of a
mattress on a bed.
The money recoverea snowed that
$,15 was in greenbacks and $8 in silver
Mrs. Valde stated that the eight do-
llars was her property and Ihe remain
der was tin: property of the deceased.
Before the court she stated that the
money had fallen from the, deceased's
pocket while they were scuffling in the
room Thursday night. She denied that
she bad taken the money from the
clothes of the man after he had beer,
shot.
Foot prints were visible on the floor
where she had stepped in the pool o.
blood from the dead man, but these
were evidently made as she asked
her husband for forgiveness while on
her knees. Cimarron News.
West and East.
Win. Lee. Paskenta, Calif., says, 'It
ones, but she wasn't no slouch at tak-- ;
ing it easy. Well, 1 glowed into man-'- .
hood without working myself to death;
land then I, took to riding about the
country in a covered wagon prnirey
schooner, you know and that was
Wednesday cf eacbigives universal salisfucf ion and 1 useHONEY Commonth. VI i 1 1 Inn cnly Foley's Honey and Tar
brothers are invK
some easy. One time 1 got as farA LITTLE ESSAY ON HONEY, TELLING
.w,..tl. Illiii,,,, ,t,l ,i foliar hiroH nip
pound for my children. fc. (
Illioades, Middle) on, Ga., writes, "I
bad a racking lagrippe. cough and
finally got relief taking Foley's Honey
land Tar Compound." Fee no other
' n your family and refuse substitute.
iThe Capital Pharmacy.
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON
Secretary
THOSE THINGS WHICH THE MAN to help him gather the honey from
"bmlt 50 stands of bees. It was no
WHU tAli II UN IHt mUKNINb' k , HpPnk of. b( ,ne fPnPr got
CAKES DOES NOT KNOW. ? .,lrpd u '" ' ils,:eiJ
him how it come he couldn t
The range in temperature here yes-
terday was from !"8 to S5; the average
relative humidity was 4(1 per cent.
There were showers in Ihe vicinity
and in the distance during the day.
The temperature here at 8 a. m. was
t!0: in other cities a follows:
Amarillo, 66; Hismarek, fill; Boise,
68; Cheyenne, 58; Dodge City, 68;
54; Flagstaff, 56; Grand Junc-
tion. 66; Helena, 52; Kansas City, 81!;
Lander, 56; Los Angeles. 68; Modena,
60; Phoenix, 78; Portland, 66; Pueblo,
G8; Rapid City, 51; Koseburg. 68; Ros-
well, 61': Sail Lake, 66; San Francisco,
56; Spokane, 58; Tonopah, tilt: Winne-mucca- ,
60.
Data.
Highest temperature this date last
year, SI; lowest, 54. F.xtreme this date
41 years record, highest, 88 in 1877:
lowesl, 45 in 1S76.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
cloudy and threatening with local
thunderstorms tonight or Friday,
slightly cooler tonight.
For New Mexico: Local showers to-
night or Friday; cooler tonight and
in southeast portion Friday.
Conditions.
High barometer dominates the west-
ern country this morning, although a
slight area of relatively low barometer
Sbh" M6 W A1,1 ' "ot t0 waSte ur
meet; t!'e out ourcond Tue
day each month, s(,!vhe" V ( Pr"
third!'1'-- ' at the New Mexican Printing com--cial meeting
Tuesday at Fire-!Pany- -
The Jury's Guest.
Wednesday evening Herzslein's
store was broken into and robbed of
two and nothing else. The
heavy plate glass was broken with a
brick bat and the guns removed
but the funny part about it was that
the man who took them had been im
bibing "bug juice" very freely and
was compelled to have a nap which
caused him to miss the train and as
be pawned one of the guns to the
night operator for a ticket out of
town he was easily located and taken
to jail where he will be a guest, of
the county until the grand jury meet?
Clayton Citizen.
I mans
no better, and he said that he worked
at nothing excepting eating, sleep the
year round till honey-tim- e coine, and
that then he Jist naturally got the
aches and painB you ever
seen. Then and there, I took to the
bee business.
"Alter a while I got down south and
was in the bee trade there; but the
niggers were so blame lazy I couldn't
Hall. Visit-- !
New Mexican Want Ads always
illy Chas. A. Dinsmore.)
Artesia, N. M Aug. 2S. Old man
Tarbon "Tarb" he is called by his in-
timatesis old and wrinkled, asser-tutive- ;
and delights to argue along
whatever line one may suggest. Tarb
knows a heap. The other day he came
into the office and said he'd noticed
"tht some feller had been a vvritiny
Ing neighbors welcome. bring results. Try it.A. G. WH1TTIER. Consul
;A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
For quick results, a
'rMiRilittle "WANT."about bees and honey and I want to j gjt .em U) gatiler the honey in the fall
The Unloaded Gun.
The small boy and the "unloaded '
gun was the cause of a terrible trag-
edy on Happy Flat last Sunday after-
noon, when Mrs. John M. Franklin
was shot, and instantly killed by the
accidental discharge of a 0 rifle in
the hands of Elfego, the old
son of Tlonaciano Padilla. About four
2879, Brother,
hood of Ameri
Know, ' ne saiu, ii yuu aiumu i """ laud so I had to leave, because inJ
something real about the bee, and j p,llnui,g0 certainly gits me when I do
about honey. What's honey, anyhow?" Iy work j driv about some, and
"All right," I suggested, "come fi ,, t jnto the pPC0S valley --and
After The Killing.
Following the death of Juan Cor-
dova Friday morning after the body
of the murdered man was taken to
can Yoemen.
Meets second
and fourth Mon- -
days of thei
month at t h e
his home, a search was made through
Jin the afternoon, Mrs. Franklin, whilehis clothing for a sum of money
amounting to about $60, which the
across with the answer." iwhen I seen what a thundering lot of j remains in Arizona. Much cooler
"Well, now, Mr. Man," he said, "I alfalfa was raised here, and,that the weather is reported from the Dakotas.
shore know something about bees and pMn,i,, Were all lively as crickets 1 but west of the Rockies temperatures
honey too- for whv, I've been in tlie knowed this was the place for me and j continue high, and inclined upward,
business for 20 years. Hack north 1 ive sUM right here. Now I've got ; Considerable cloudiness is present and
, , ... , ,..:. ,, ,.,,,. r,r ' .... ,i ., ,.,.,.i p i.ooo omi I'm showers have occurred in New Mexico,
Fireman's Hall,
H. Foreman. It. L. Baca,
sitting in an easy chair in a nlcelv
shaded yard, visiting with several
other ladies, Mr. Padilla, who has
charge of the. county road wort? in the
district, and Mr. Franklin, his assist-
ant, were loading their wagon prepare- -
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
dead man was known to have had on
his person Thursday night about ten
o'clock.
Perfecto Cordova, the dead man's
father, caused the arrest of Mrs. Car--
Arizona, Wyoming, northern Nevada
nnil southern Oregon. Conditions fav-- ;
or threatening weather In this section
raiseu em, ,uiu i m,i kiu ,v j,. muie man juu oia'i v,i ...so down south- - but 1 never did see darned if it don't look like the worry
such a sight of good out of 'em as 1 my bank account will carry me off
, n.m, ut tl t i U I i I '4 . Tl,fi,.ti t ..to'in T,rnfH nf
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights of
Pythias meets
every Second and
WEBSTER'S
NEW
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic-
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowl-
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided l'age.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us toll you about thi; most
remarkable single volume.
can geine.e. i ,n, " ' "l with local thunder showers tonight, or
would be interesting to you, and maj-- j J20 on every one of those stands Ot j,,rItIay-be some others, too. 'bees they git the honey from the al-- j '
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting in K.
"4 regular stand of honev Ijpcs eon-- ; falfa the other fellers work to raise: i Kidney Troub e began w th a ame
tains about 800 bees and one work-- ; and the bees sure work night and day ; bac
to me off from .loins any at all.raises SO.tMtO bees a easeing queen easy T IJaok E, , Sf Unno,
lyear. Now, if you get your figuring "Reckon you can get a bee story out., rpcpny cred of a bad case
cap on you'll see that if a feller bus,ol that? of k,n(,y trouble 1hnt started with a
,a couple of hives and keejis Vin right,, - lame back, and says: "I am certainly
by the end of the year he's i;ot mw-ie- A UXDCCC PPRISH 'thankful in getting a cure of my kid-
of P. Hall over
v':-';..-;;.:,y;-
s
Kaune's store.
All visiting
Knights are most
cordially invited.
STEPHENS, C. C.
thing like a yard full 'jf hives jr J CDp'r,ey ,1,onblp b-- wing Foley Kidney
hen the money gets id comiin;' ir,: 111 H DIVJ rlKH j Pills." Try them yourself. The
here where you can easy , tal Pharmacy. 11. F. ""V"'A
vv ntc lor sample
My W2S32S paces, lull par- -i make 20 on every stand of bees oninnv. 111.. Auc. 28. Quincv had al titulars, etc.A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.HOTEL ARRIVALS. Name this
paper and
we willLodge No. 259. holds Its regular!
you've got. T most spectacular lire. It began in u
"Honey the simon-pur- e al tide as livery bai n at. Fourth and Main
(nature makes it is a vegetable found streets. There were 50 horses In the
ti, w f tt.A cnrrola ill many! irn and all perished. The Quincy send freea set of
Pocketi plants. Sometimes it's poisonous as Transfer Company, just south of thethe! Osgood barn, was wrecked ami the:
,it is in nature, and and It's just
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
come.
BENITO ALARID, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Maps
f.re them communicated to the Firstsame if the bees take a whack at it- -
ODD FELLOWS,
y i n n v &C.Merr!unC.
Santa Fe Lodge Springfield, M.'iHU.
meets regularly ii
but there's not much poison honey.
There was a soldier one time named
Xenoplion, and he allowed his men lo
'eat a heap of. wild honey; and u kill-- I
ed 'em to the last i ian, because tha
honey was from the Heath, which
.'naturalists call azalea pontica. Just
jtake a whiff of that; and thsn re-- j
member that tha Narbonne honey
owes its liavor to being taken from ihe
rosemary bush. And that u nature's
vtist Church. The spire fell, en
dangering the lives of the thousands
v ho had gathered to watch the blaze.
The. Shackleford garage was badlv
damaged.
When the fire was at Its height
flames broke out In a residence two
blocks away, evidently caused by the
sparks from the big blaze. The resid-
ence was destroyed.
The fire was finally brought under
control about 1 o'clock. The heaviest
loss is sustained by George Osgood.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'cloci i
In Odd Fellows lUlh Visiting broth-
ers always welcome.
De Vargas.
T. D. Burns, Tierra Amarilla.
II. J. Mendenhall, Artesia.
Ii. Morgan Batten, Aztec,
It. G. Shaw, Kansas City.
James Marc, London, Eng.
Rudolf Blohni, Hamburg, Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rindfleisch. City
Wm. Moskourtz. New York City.
Montezuma.
A. R. Steiner, Kansas City.
O. G. Strobach, St. Louis.
Chas. B. Hamilton, Denver.
V. C. Wilson, City.
W. S. Rose, San Francisco.
A. E. Black, Mountainair.
W. M. McCoy, Mountainair.
Geo. F. Shumm, Mountainair.
Ira T. Jarella and wife, Cowles,
I. M. Harrison, Albuquerque.
La Salle.
Mrs. J. R. Casey, Oulce, N. M.
D. Robinson, Estancia.
V. William, Santa Fe.
F. Olson, Las Vegas.
L. Laurence, Kansas City.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
honey.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW."But the bees must have something jm the burning of oil horses. Among
to do. so they get this honey. Thejtne hrses which were suffocated war?
neuter bees that's the name they've Miss Breeze, a fast trotting mare, well
Er)i ralleet and swallow this honey known on Western Illinois. The prop- - A. T., & S. F. R'Yithey find in the plants, and, by means erty loss is $125,000,
THE JUDGE SAVS
USE MORE STRAP
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms 17-1- 8
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Q. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courti
and gives special attention to caee
before tbe State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
of their elongated proboscis, transfer
lit to a distended section of the
oesophagus called the honey-bag- .
Chemical changes take place there; so
jthat, when it is finally placed in the
comb by the bees, it Is not entirely i
vegetable product. And yet that fel
Philadelphia, Aug. 28. After listen-
ing to testimony in the cases of seven-
ty children, accused of incoriglbUily,
.fudge Barratt, in juvenile court ex
SO DECEPTIVE.
Many Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.
Backache is so deceptive.
It comes and goes keeps you
ler what wrote about It said that honey
wasn't vegetable in any part at all. pressed the opinion that many of theBut I've told you what honey actually parents are in need of instruction.is.
"The bee is a social cuss and it's
only in the unenlightened countries
like Russia, Asia, Italy and France
that thev're not domesticated, like
"It seems to me," he Baid, "that
some children in Philadelphia cannof
be managed by their parents. They
have to ask the commonwealth to
rnrn fnr them and teach them what
they are here. There are three classes ,,,,, ,,p ,aught at home the rudi- -
of bees the neuter, females ana
An ordinary cup of coffee contains about 21-- 2 grains
of caffeine a poisonous drug.
Five grains of caffeine is enough to kill a rabbit. Of
course that much wouldn't kill a man.
But continual coffee drinking usually produces
headache, dullness, sleeplessness, irritability
and heart agitation Many people have gotten rid of
these troubles by quitting coffee and using
Instant Postum
It is pure and made entirely of Northern wheat and
the juice of Southern sugar-can- e. Postum is a genuinefood drink rich in Nature's phosphates and contains no
drug whatever.
Postum comes in two forms.
Regular Postum (must be boiled.)
Instant Postum requires no boiling, but is made
instantly by stirring a level teaspoonful in a cup of hot
water with cream and sugar to taste.
Experiment until you get it to suit your taste, then
have it always made that way. Made right, Postum has
a delightful flavor resembling high-grad- e Java.
If coffee don't agree, suppose you leave it off ten
n days and try Postum.
Drink it instead of coffee.
"There's a Reason"
Chat. F. Eailey, . Chat. R. Eaaley
EASLEY A EA'JLEY,
Attorneya-a- t aw.
Practice in the Court and befart
Land Department
Land grant! and title examinee.
Santa Fe. N. U., branch OEce, Eita
cla, N. M.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentiat
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Roomt 1, 2 and I.
Phone Red 6.
Office Honrs 8 a. n. U), KAnd by Appointment
guessing.
Learn the cause then cure it.
Possibly it's weak kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills are
so effective.
They're especially for weak or dis-
ordered kidneys. .
Here's a Santa Fe case.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "1 was a
sufferer from backache and got so
bad that I couldn't work. I often had
to lay off for a week at a time. I tried
different remedies, but had no bene-
fit. Finally, I got Doan's Kidney
Pills and they were just what I need- -
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries patiengera to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovla and Per.oe Val-
ley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:06 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbeund car-
rying El Paio sleeper, alao No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 1:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:60 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 11:80
a. m.
Call "Central" fcrTraln
Reports.
ments of good citizenship.
"I should think that a mother or
father ought to be able to govern their
own children if they have an old slip-
per or strap in the house. I think
that in many instances the parents
are the ones in need of instruction."
Many of these cases were brought
before the court on petition of parents
who sought to have the "incorrigibles"
placed in institutions. In most of e(j. They soon cured me. I recom- -
males. The first are abortive iemaies,
and do all the work of the society
(and by this you know that they're
sure enough suffragettes); they are
armed with a sting; and their larvae
if treated with especially rich food,
can develop into perfect females. The
solitary female in the hive is called
the queen; and she fecundates in the
air, then depositing her eggs in a four-
square comb, where they are hatched
In maggot-lik- e larvae, these being fed
on a mixture of wax and honey, and
then are shut into the cells by the
workers. The young bees then line
this cell and finally come out perfect
Insects. The males are called drones
and that's just about right, too.
They haint got no sting, and aint much
acount nohow, and are finally killed by
them .lu.Idge Barratt discharged the
youngsters after giving them good ad
mended Doan's Kidney Pills when
they helped me so much and I am
pleased to verify my endorsement Ivice,
It will not pay you to waste yout
time writing out your legal forms
when you get them already printed ;
at the New Mexican Printing Com--
oaay.
haven't needed any kidney medicine
of jn or fol,r 'ears. 88 the cure haBner, Mich., speaks for the guidance ?lasted.those troubled with kidney and Wad. Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new Etate.
For sale by all dealers. Price SO
cents. Foster-Milbur- Co., Buffalo,
Mow Vnrlr snla nfrfinifl fnn tho Vnitpri
der irregularities, and says, "From my
own experience I can recommend
Foley Kidney Pills. My father also
was cured of kidney disease, and many Ads always
States. I
Remember the name Doan's and J
take no other.neighbors
were cured by Foley Kid- -the workers the suffragettes. New Mexican Wantbring results. Try it.
"There's some d Informa-- jey Pills." Tbe Caoital Pharmacy. i
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i
ri, , , , ,OFFICIAL. were 'discussed at length by the j as landers of big contracts. They haveparties. At said meeting the board just been awarded tho contract to
decided, after due consideration had build the addition to the Eddy county
upon the complaint and answer of court house, their bid of $38,212 being
relator, to request relator's resignation the lowest. They have also been
NEW STYLISH HATS
IN SATIN AND WHITE FEIT.
They are Swell, at
"The Milliner"
MISS A. MUGLER
. OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
imbuop rancn wilt De remoueieu, me
tin roof to be removed. The old chap-
el will be kept Intact. The Moores
will build a new bungalow for them-
selves.
Don't Forget the ludles' cooking sale
Saturday, August 30, at Winter's gro-
cery store, Come early and get some-
thing good for noon lunch.
Duke City Elks In Row According
ti the Albuquerque Herald, the Duke
City Elks are having even more
trouble than the Santa Fe Elks about
"rag" dances. Says the Herald In last
night's issue: "The question 'to rug
4 MORE DECISIONS
FROM SUPREME
COURT
j which was done In writing. On the awarded the contract to build the El
following day relator tendered her res- - Rlto school and to build the two
in writing to become effective galows for the Pnlltzers and Moores
l.liinuary 12, 1U12. The district court (,n Hisliop's ranch. Campbell Brothers
found that, under the circumstance have erected many fine buildings in
;the resignation was not a voluntary this city.
resignation, and that the transaction; You never go wrong j,j placing yourbetween the board and the relator fi(.h ordt!l. wit le Moflenl market,
.iimoiinted to a disclinr.se of her. The 1)lone 22. Frank Monrer. proprietor.
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
AutOjDelivery Every Hour I Auto Delivery Every Hour!
Another car of that famoui EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will ouy, try it. A coupon packed In every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un-
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch-Boy- s
and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRfcSS FtOUR.
court found that the relator was re-- , Rev gmth g BenedictA letter r- -iw uiw.h iiuifhuF lilirHUMIlt to the 0FOUR WERE HANDED DMM TO DAY
or not to rag,' discussed in all its
phases by society from one corner of
the country to the other, precipitated
a sharp clash as to authority at the
Elks' ball, given in the Masonic tem-
ple ball room last evening. Members
t,iJv.. .... ......... r - irum L.uicaso umi int.-provisions of the contract and that tli lev jonUhis Smith, of the CtvurcPboard had the right, under the contract ,lf the HoIy Faj,tili jn t,j0 city, becap.e
j to request the relator's resignation or a 1)ene(lfct gaturday at Zanesvilie,
to discharge. From the judgment oflohlo and then eft vjth llis bride r
the court below, an appeal was sued Chicago, wlei-- e Mr. and Mrs. Snii'tl(out to this court. !are tne guests of relatives. Mr. Smith
-T- HREE REVERSING AND RE-
MANDING, AND ONE AFFIRMING
THE DECISION 0 THE DISTRICT
COURT.
Carey of Wyoming yesterday.
Govdrnor Carey reviewed the de-
velopment of national and state gov-
ernment since the adoption of the fed-
eral constitution and voiced an opti
Phone No. 4 ANDREWS PhoneNo-- 4
of the committee in charge of the
dance program hold varied opinion j
Judgment of the court below nr wil( occupy the pulpit of the Church
filmed- rf the Redeemer at Elgin, August 31.
SYLLABUS. jrilld on September 7, will preach at St
3. Mandamus cannot be maintained .lames Church, Mesilla lttrk, NT. M., reIMPORTANT MCKINLEY
COUNTY CASE REVERSED
to compel reinstatement of a school j turning to Santa Fe September 8.
as to the wisdom of permitting 'rag-
ging' at an Elks' dance. As a result
conflicting announcements were made
from the lloor. One faction of the
committee announced there would
positively be no ragging. A second
faction, said to be in the majority, an
I I ir i i r 1 1
teacher who has been removed by the Zook.t Benzoin, Witch Hazel .and
school officers and whose relation t
.vimond Cream are fine for sunburn
the school authorities rests wholly rnd w!jdDllrn, Take a bottle with yen
In contract. It Is only where the teach- - (m vour vacation.The supreme court today
banded
nounced with equal positiveness thatdown four more opinions In cases
spectively from Chaves, McKIuley,
er, by positive provisions or law, nas
a fixed tenure of office, or can be re Mayor Lopez's Joke It may havehappened eJsewhere, but. they are tell
mistic belief that political conditions
have improved greatly. Supporting
this opinion, he cited th? improvement
that had resulted since the civil war
days from the adoption of registration
laws, the Australian ballot and in some
states .laws governing campaign con-
tributions and expenditures, corrupt
practices acts, and direct primary laws
and continued:
'Earnest efforts to prevent illegal
voting and intimidation of electors:
limitation of contributions; publicity
of campaign expenditures; restriction
end limitation of expenditures; contro".
of political agents and workers all
are bearing fruit. If we can devis
means by which the state and general
government shall bear the burdens
incident to primaries and ejections,
we shall be in a position to reduce cor-
ruption to a minimum.
move.. U....V u. some p..u , - Qf y (hR owllprner, and where, consequently, it is ...
,1!1V(, 1nst
Lincoln and nernalillo counties. In
the cases, three were reversed and re-
manded and In the other the judg- - the plain ministerial duty of the; .I ' 1 ment of the lower court was affirmed. school board to retain him, that mini-- ;
damus can be maintained. speed limit," Bald the motorist. Gazinglit the little car. Mr. lone2 is said to
there would be ragging for those who
wished to rag. The dancers, some-
what bewildered, were a trifle in
doubt as to whether to dance the old
fashioned steps or attempt tho more
modern trots and tangos. Some rag-
ged and other didn't and committee
members had further difficulties, lead-
ing in the two factions attempting to
exercise authority as to the music to
be played by the orchestra. It is prob
A school teacher lias no fixed , rnnlied: "With that? Why. go
tenure of office by provision of law . t s vou lilce So the visitor
in this jurisdiction and his rights arO j.,,, on steam and was promptly
measured by the terms of his contract j fm.ested at San Francisco street and
with the school officers
able that the rag' question will be!
We have the Nobbiest Decorative
Iron Fences, Gates and Railings.
LET US FIGURE
on your wants. Our prices are right.
Don Caspar avenue. "The mayor said
I could go as fast as I liked," replied
the motorist. "He did, did he?" ask-
ed the policeman. "Then take your
car on to the pavement where the
other baby carriages are."
submitted at the meeting of the Elks'
lodge tonight and that hereafter
dance committees will govern them-
selves according to resolutions adopt-
ed this evening."
The cases in detail follow:
Territory of New Mexico, appellee,
vs. Commie E. Prather, appellant. No.
1!:!2 from Chaves county.
This is an appeal from a conviction
of murder In the second degree, for
the killing of one David P. Windsor,
in MHO in the county of Chaves. Ob-
jection was made to the empanneling
o' the jury, and after conviction an ap-
peal was prayed and granted judg-
ment of the district court reversed,
and cause remanded for new trial.
Syllabus.
1. The jury must be selected, em-
paneled and sworn in the manner re-
quired by the statute, and a material
departure from the statuory method,
by which a party is deprived of a sub-
stantial right Is ground for reversal.
2. Where the statute requires the
inrv to be selected by lot, all other
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
BE SURE.
Just Received our Fall line ofj
ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices;
Murderer Reported Killed.
A telephone message from Q. F.
Lambert, at Cimarron, member of the
mounted police, last night to mounted
police headquarters In this city, stat-
ed that a report was current there
that the murderer of the assessor of
Taos county, had been killed in a
quarrel at Baldy. Mr. Lambert stat-
ed that he would investigate and re-
port what he found out but this ifter-noon,
no further word had been re-
ceived from him. .
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call and
inspect samples. Muralter, the tailor.
Wanted fifty men for board and
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza
Cafe.
Tennis Scores Yesterday was ar
Senate,
Resumed, consideration of tariff bill.
La Follette amendment for ten perj
cent tax on Incomes over $100,000 re--
jected 43 to 17.
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYVVYYYY
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Everything In Hardware.
Lobby Investigation committee con-- 1Work on Scenic Highway.
Tt. T.. Conner, engineer of the stateandmethods are Implied prohibited tinned its hearing.
the right to have the jury so selected enKinppr,g (orcei returned last even-i- s
a substantial right, the reprivation j jng from tw0 days- - work on the seen!.:W . H. WICKHAMLUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.
"It takes money to conduct a cam-
paign and to make a showing of the
qualifications of a. candidate. This, .
believe, is a proper expenditure for
state and nation. Supposing it costs
the general government $20,000,000 in
each quadriennial election, this sum
would- be well expended if elections
could be purified and the president o'
the United States, when elected,
should be the choice of the people and
under no obligations to anyone for the
amount of money which a presidential
election costs."
In this connection the speaker (refer-
red to the agitation in some states
for preferential presidential primary
for the nomination of candidates for
president.
'To secure pure elections," said the
governor, "nothing, I believe, will avail
more than the entire assumption of tha
expenses of primary elections and o"
nominations by the states and geno
ral government."
Governor Carey expressed the belief
that, the way should be paved hy the
adoption of the short ballot, the
ballot and laws Imposing
penalties upon bribe givers and
bribe takers.
The visiting governors will be un-
able to accept the invitation of the
Cripple Creek district to be its guests
some time this week, according to
Governor Amnions, official host of the
governors conference, as their pro-
gram is filled for every day.
of which must ne presumed io ue i" highway in Santa Fe canyon coi.i
House.
Not in session; meets Friday.
Lobby committee witness called by
Representative McDermott to refute
testimony given by I. H. McMichael.
e8 tuencine lust above the reservoir, he
ideal day for tennis ai the Santa Fe
c'ub. and several racket enthusiasms
spent hours batting at the white
spheres. March beat McKane, 6-- j
Dr. Rolls and March beat McKane and
Dunne, Then in the handicap 'pre- - j
iim,' Dr. Rolls beat Dunne, ! and j
Judge Collins and Harry Moultor j
have been busy at the net and the ath- -
letlc committee may find it advisable
to make their handicap 15 Instead of j
SO. James Seligman arrived at the
courts shortly after 6 p. m. yesterday,
but could not get a match as most of j
the players were tired. Many more
games are scHeduled for this week, j
judicial to a party.
3. Sections 99r, 9!)7, 1001 and 1002
of R. S. 1S97, construed and held to
require the selection of jurors, sum-
moned upon a special venire, by lot.
GOVERNORS Ant TO
REMODEL STATES.
staked one mile of road. The road
will follow the old road, but will nu
wider and will be properly drained',
and when completed will be a road
worthy of the name. It has beep d-
ecided that the central district of
Santa Fe county will put in this year s
work on the scenic highway, and it W
the intention to do it. right, however
(Continued from page one)..1. S. Williamson, et al.. appellants,
vc Chas. A. Stevens, Sheriff, etc., ap
win's opinion, It would be unwise to
have the state pay. Among these are
pellee. No. from Lincoln county.
This is an action of replevin brought Imueh is done. Thus when the road
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agtnts For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ILFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
by the appellants in the court below: gang starts to work they will practi- - mentioned the cost of circulating j
nominating petitions and of hiringrally rebuild the canyon road, com-
mencing about on the edge of the na-
tional forest.
LOCAL ITEMS.
You know those good lemon, ana
pumpkin pies do not last long at these
sales, so come early and pick the
ones you like best at the home cook-
ing sale at Mr. Winter's store.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
nipples of all styles, brashes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department te
help baby when ill. Zook's.
School Inspection county Superin-
tendent John V. Conway accompanied
hy County Assessor Telesforo Riverf,
motored to Canada de los Alamos yes-
terday to inspect the school building
in course of construction there. The
superintendent reports that the buiW-in-
will be finished in time for the
Phone Bimck
45LEO HERSCH
transportation for voters to polling
places. The one, Governor Baldwin
asserts, has shown that many persons
sign such petitions without, intending
to vote for the candidate they thus
help to place in nomination ;the other
could be made unnecessary by e
polling places.
Hall rent and a candidate's personal
travel, postage and telegraph bills,
might properly be borne by the state
as well as other items, Governor Bald-
win asserted.
National and state assumption of
election expenses of candidates was
advocated as an affective means of
' purifying politics" by Joseph M.
Ptaon Black
45
It will not pay you to waate your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
nan.
'NUFF SAID. QNAGEY & ERVIEN.
Quietly Wed William Rlndfleisch
and Miss Florence Webb were quietly
married yesterdsty afternoon at the
bride's home on College street by the
Kev. J. M. Shinier. Mr. Rfndfleisch
was for years night clerk of the De
Vargas hotel and followed the custom
of many he had seenTffE IfARWARE MANSSB
Subscribe for the Santa New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing of our nw Stat
against appellee. It was tried before
the court, without a jury, and resulted
in a judgment from the appellee. Judg-
ment of the court below, reversed
cause remanded for new trial.
Syllabus
1. The form of execution and au-
thentication of bills of sale for the
transfer of title to live stock, except
sheep, is prescribed by Section 119,
C. h. 1897, which requires such bills
of sale to be acknowledged by some
officer authorized to take, acknowl-
edgements of conveyances of real es-
tate, and which section, in that re-
gard, repeals, by necessary Implica-
tion, the provision of Section ".", C. L.
1S97.
Benjamin Spencer, appellant, vs.
Cross-Kell- & Co., etc., appellee. No.
1518 from Bernalillo county.
Appellants sued appellees for dam-
ages for alleged breach of a contract
for the cutting of certain timber on
certain lands of appellees. Judgment
against appellant and appeal granted.
Judgment of the court below, re-
versed and remanded for new trial.
Syllabus.
1. A judgment will be reversed
where there is no evidence to support
the verdict upon which it is based.
come to the hotel, maintaining great opening of the school. This is one of
secrecy about the affair. i the districts where the people con- -
fou will find many good smokes In j tributed one-thir- d of the cost and the
I Apples and1N0W it Crab Apples
I THE CLARENDON GARDEN Phone 12.
Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
State of New Mexico, ex. rel. Stella
Sittler, Appellant, vs. The Board of
Education of the Town of Gallup.
N. M., Appellee. No 1493.
County.
This is a proceeding sin mandamu
on the relation of the appellant, who
our cigar case. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and shade
you like. Zook's.
Died Charles. Zinsser, four months
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Zins-
ser died at 1:;!0 today on College
street after suffering for two months
of summer complaint and other com-
plications. The funeral will be held
tomorrow at 2 o'clock from the par-
ents' residence to the Cathedral with
interment at Rosario cemetery. Mul-
ligan and Rising have charge of the
funeral arrangements.
FOR RENT Five room modern
Louse one and one-ha- tf blocks from
plaza. Joseph D. Hayward.
Rain and Hail Santa Fe was visit-
ed by a heavy rain storm, followed by
hail which played the tattoo on the
window panes and brought hundreds
of people to the street to see the mar-
bles fall.. The showers this morning
played havoc with tennis, for rackets
will not stand moisture, even though
the hardened athletes can bear it. But
the storm this afternoon was the real
thing turning the streets into canals
in less than five minutes.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the
St. John's Methodist church will give
another one of those home cooking
sales Saturday Augirnt 30, at Mr.
Winter's grocery store. Sale will start
promptly at 10 o'clock, pfes. cakes,
bread, cookies, salads , baked beans,
etc.
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
suitings and overcoats at Muralter's
Get Big Contracts Campbell Bros,
of Santa Fe, are still in the limelight
district the other two-third- The
building is of adobe, mission style,
very comodious and according to the
plans as outlined by the department
o education, and built under the di-
rection of the counts superintendent
and school directors of school district
No. 3.
Don't ask credit for school books.
Sold for cash only at Weltmer's.
Those Envelopes With the return
today of K. M. Chapman, the work of
drawing a design for the Santa Fe en-
velopes to be used by the chamber of
commerce and the merchants of this
city will be begun. The merchants are
mose enthusiastic about this form of
advertising and realize today, more
than ever before, that a campaign
must be made in the east to let the
people know really what Santa Fe has
to offer the nomeseeker especially
people of means desiring an ideal cli-
mate.
Good home cooking, quick service
at the Plaza Cafe.
Contest Closes Sept. 15 This is the
announcement of the contest commit-
tee at the chamber of commerce and
it is requested that those who wish
to win the $100 and other prizes get
busy with that design in the New-Ol- d
Santa Fe style. That this style is go-
ing to be popular is the belief of the
live wires of the chamber of com-
merce. They are much pleased to hear
that the contracts have been let by
Mr. and Mrs. William McAdoo Moore
of New York city and Miss Constance
Pulitzer to build and remodel in this
style. The present building on the
jwas a teacher employed to teach in
ithe public schools of Gallup, in Mc--
Kinley county. There was a written
contract, of employment In the usual
The Hardware Man Says
Be it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the RE-
LIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made it one of their dutie3 .1
Life to supply the early risers of thie community with the very best
and most up-t- o diite thing in the Lantern line. They hanlle the kind
that gives steady, bright light, is easy to light, clean, rewick and
does not blow out rn the gale, smoke nor leak.
All the way from 50c to $2.50.
By the way do you need anything for the Stable? Salt Bricks for
your Horses and Cows.
Remember it pays to get it at
The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets, j
form. Relator entered upon her du-
ties as such teacher on September 1 1
1911, and continued therein until the
12th day of January, 1912. Between
HOTEL DE VARGAS
.'September 4th, 1911, and December
12th, 1911, fabrications and difficulty
'arose between the relator and thc
'principal of the schools. On Decem-!be- r
12, 1911, the relator was request-je-
to meet the school board for the
purpose of discussing the situation
then present in the school. Relator
;met with the board and a complaint in
writing, filed against her by the prin-Icip-
of the school was read to her.
'and the matters therein contained
SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
Are You Interested In a iuaranteed Investment?
A few years ago any residence lot in this city could have been jr Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a pricebought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for I that we can all afford will not be had again for many a day. Onlyfrom $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain business man who a few of the ots cosest in and on the new water main remain to
5 Off fecial prices, special terms selected patrons, time pay- -
about four times more than he could have got it for at the outset. Fnr Cash ments' " no taxes- - beautiful, well-plann- ed avenue, al- -
Many of our far-seei- ng citizens have READ THE CARDS and .va leys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
purchased beautiful residence lots on Don Diego Heights and are . and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,
now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid, well- - I 'T' r?
planned avenue, all of which will be on the NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN. L 1Mb NbW ULU b A IN A rt PLAN.
A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN AND $10 A MONTH WILL START C fkQl fl RKHOD VA fl TOWWFWH FFICE OF O. C. WATSON & CO.
YOU IN AS YOOR OWN LANDLORD. SEE AT ONCE VtltL. I. OlIIVr UI lfif.I1. I V H U MaJLllL Telephone 189 J.
